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Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) in combination with a nanostructured electrode 
arrangement – which circumvents the conventional need to evaporate metal electrodes onto 
soft matter – is used to study the molecular dynamics of several glass forming materials 
confined in nanometric ( 5 nm) layers. Other complementary experimental tools em-
ployed in this work include spectroscopic vis-Ellipsometry (SE), AC-chip calorimetry 
(ACC), X-ray reflectrometry (XRR), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and Atomic 
Force Microscopy (AFM). The latter is used to characterize the topography of the samples 
and to determine their thicknesses. Under the conditions of annealing samples (  
     
   K) in high oil-free vacuum (10-6 mbars) for at least 12 h and carrying out measurements 
in inert (dry nitrogen or argon) atmosphere, it is found for all studied thin layers that the 
structural relaxation, and hence the dynamic glass transition – in its mean relaxation times 
– remains within a margin ±3 K from the respective bulk behaviour. It is revealed, inter 
alia, that the one-dimensional confinement of thin films introduces restrictions on other 
(slower) molecular relaxation processes which manifest, depending on the specific system 
under investigation, as (i) an interruption of the end-to-end (normal mode) fluctuation of 
the chains, or (ii) a slowing down of the -relaxation when the system is cooled towards 
glass-formation. Furthermore, (iii) evidence is provided to show that the dimensionality of 
confinement plays a significant role in determining the resulting dynamics. A molecular 
understanding of these findings is given, and the discussion presented with respect to the 
on-going international debate about dynamics in confinement.  
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AAO  Anodic aluminium oxide 
ACC   Alternating current calorimetry 
AFM  Atomic force microscopy 
API  Active pharmaceutical ingredient 
BDS  Broadband dielectric spectroscopy 
BLS  Brillouin light scattering 
DMA  Dynamic mechanical analysis 
DR  Dye-reorientation 
DSC  Differential scanning calorimetry 
FS  Fluorescence spectroscopy 
h  Hour(s) 
HN  Havriliak-Negami 
Hz  Hertz 
LC  Liquid crystal 
Mc  Critical molecular weight 
Mn  Number-averaged molecular weight 
mol  Mole(s) 
Mw  Weight-averaged molecular weight 
NBI  Nano-bubble inflation 
NM  Normal mode 
NS  Neutron scattering 
PI  Poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) 
PID  Polydispersity index 
PLS  Positron lifetime spectroscopy 
PS  Polystyrene 
PTFE  Polytetrafluoroethylene 
rms  Root-mean-square 
Rg  Radius of gyration 
s  Second(s) 
SE  Spectroscopic vis-ellipsometry 
SM  Segmental mode 
TES  Thermal expansion spectroscopy 
TSC  Terminal subchains 
VFT  Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann 
WLF  Williams-Landel-Ferry 
XRD  X-ray diffraction 
XRR  X-ray reflectrometry 
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1 Introduction 
The last two decades have witnessed significant scientific effort towards understanding 
dynamics and the glass transition in thin films of low-molecular weight and polymeric sys-
tems. The first two major driving forces behind the research were: the supposition present-
ed by theory that the glass transition has an inherent length scale, and hence that finite-size 
effects would arise if this length scale were reached; and, the fast developments in nano-
technology which demand materials in miniaturized sizes. As many research labs begun to 
devote enormous resources in this endeavour, a third force emerged – highly disputable 
experimental results published in literature, and discussed in international fora. Key among 
these were reports of Tg reductions by as big a margin (from the bulk) as 70 K [1,2]– which 
would imply a decrease in the relaxation times of the segmental dynamics by a factor of 
about 10
8
 – for thin polystyrene films. However, continued refining of experimental as 
well as computational tools now makes it possible to attain a better understanding of dy-
namics in confinement.  
 
This thesis is designed to make a contribution to this discussion, and is focused on the fol-
lowing issues:  
1) How does the sample geometry applied in investigating the dynamics in thin films 
by Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) affect the measured dielectric re-
sponse? 
2) Most attention has been paid to the effect of confinement on short time scale mo-
tions; how are longer time scale motions, e.g., normal mode relaxations, influenced 
by confinement? 
3) If an identical sample preparation procedure were used, would BDS and ellipsome-
try deliver coinciding results?  
4) From a molecular point of view, does the dimensionality (1- vis-à-vis 2-D) of con-
finement matter? 
5) How does the concentration of the mother solution affect the dynamics of the re-
sulting spin-cast films? 
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2 The Glass Transition and Chain Dy-
namics 
2.1 Phenomenology of the glass transition 
 
The word glass has various meanings. In everyday life, this term designates a fragile and 
transparent material well known since antiquity as well as certain objects made of it. In 
scientific language, its range of meaning is much larger but difficult to precisely define. All 
the same, the glassy state is ubiquitous in nature and technology. Window glass, composed 
mostly of sand, lime and soda, is the best known example of an engineered amorphous sol-
id. Optical fibres are made of very pure amorphous silica, occasionally carefully doped. 
Most engineering plastics are amorphous solids, as are some metallic glasses and alloys of 
interest because of their soft magnetism and corrosion resistance [3]. The silicon used in 
many photovoltaic cells is amorphous, and there are indications that probably most of the 
water in the universe is glassy. A majority of these examples entail supercooling of a liquid 
to take advantage of viscous retardation of nucleation and crystallization. 
 
Figure 2.1 shows the specific volume Vsp as a function of temperature for a typical liquid. 
Upon cooling from high temperatures, a liquid may crystallize at its melting point, Tm. This 
first-order phase transition usually results in a decrease of the specific volume (not true for 
water). When a liquid goes below Tm without crystallizing, it is said to be supercooled. The 
specific volume and other thermodynamic properties of a supercooled liquid are what 
would be expected from extrapolating to lower temperature the properties of the liquid 
above Tm. As a supercooled liquid is cooled to lower temperatures, its viscosity increases 
and the molecules which comprise it move more and more slowly. At some temperature, 
the molecules will be moving so slowly that they do not have a chance to rearrange signifi-
cantly before the temperature is lowered further. Since this rearrangements are necessary 
for the liquid to find the equilibrium Vsp for that temperature, the experimentally observed 
Vsp will begin to deviate from the equilibrium value at this point. At temperatures not much 
lower than this, the time scales for the molecular rearrangements become relatively very 
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long compared to the time scale of the experimental observations. The structure of the ma-
terial is frozen for practical purposes, and we call this a glass. Vsp continues to decrease as 
the temperature is lowered, but the thermal expansion coefficient ( [        ⁄ ] ) in the 
glassy state is significantly smaller than in the liquid and supercooled liquid states. Ther-
mal expansion in the glassy and crystalline states is similar; in each case, expansion is 
dominated by atomic vibrations which are very similar in the two states.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Temperature dependence of a liquid's specific volume     or enthalpy H at 
constant pressure. Tm is the melting temperature. A slow cooling rate produces a glass tran-
sition at   
   
while a faster cooling rate leads to a glass transition at   
   
. The thermal ex-
pansion coefficient    (        ⁄ )  and the isobaric heat capacity    
     ⁄    
change abruptly but continuously at Tg. Adapted from [4] with permission. 
 
 
The glass transition temperature Tg can be defined is many ways. One convenient method 
uses the change in the thermal expansion coefficient. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, this 
change is not sudden, but rather takes place over a range of temperatures (typically ~10 K). 
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Tg is different for different cooling rates: the slower a liquid is cooled, the longer the time 
available for configurational sampling at each temperature, and hence the colder it can be-
come before falling out of liquid-state equilibrium. Therefore, Tg increases with cooling 
rate, although the dependence is typically weak; an order of magnitude change in cooling 
rate may change Tg by only 3-5 K [4]. Notwithstanding this fact, Tg is an important material 
property. When defined consistently, it is the single parameter which is most useful in es-
timating the mechanical properties of a polymeric material.  
 
It is worth noting that the glass transition observed in the laboratory is, in actual fact, not 
any kind of phase transition. Rather, it is a kinetic event which depends upon the crossing 
of an experimental time scale and the time scales for molecular rearrangements. Its defini-
tion is dependent on conventions such as a constant cooling rate (e.g. 10 K/min) or a vis-
cosity threshold of 10
12
 Pa.s, among others [4] . Furthermore, glasses are neither crystals 
nor liquid crystals but simply liquids which are frozen on the time scale of the experi-
mental observation. As indicated in Figure 2.1, there is not a single glassy state; the ther-
modynamic (and dynamic) properties of a glass depend upon its (thermal) history [5] . 
However, the question of whether some phase transition underlies the glass transition is a 
matter of continuing research [3–7].  
 
In the high temperature limit, the dielectric relaxation time is about      
    , attribut-
ed to local orientational fluctuations. The viscosity, on the other hand, has a value of about 
10
-2
 to 10
-1
 poise. As the temperature is lowered, both the viscosity and the relaxation time 
increase strongly and can be approximated by the empirical Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann 
(VFT) [8–10] equation: 
     {      }        *
    
    
+               (2.1) 
 
where          
  , D is a constant (commonly associated with the concept of fragility 
which is used to classify glass forming systems) and T0 is the so-called Vogel temperature 
(often also referred to as the ideal glass transition temperature) and is found – on average – 
to be ~40 K below Tg. Equation 2.1 implies that as     , the equilibrium relaxation time 
becomes infinite. This prediction cannot be verified simply because the system is bound to 
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fall out of equilibrium as T0 is approached. This divergence is also supported by the so-
called Kauzmann paradox which occurs in the entropy determined from calorimetric 
measurements [11,12]. However, the physical meaning of this divergence remains unclear. 
It should be noted that although T0 should be regarded as a characteristic temperature for 
the dynamic glass transition due to the versatility of Eq. (2.1), this equation breaks down in 
high viscous regime. This is because it predicts relaxation times that are too large com-
pared to what is experimentally obtained [13,14].  In spite of its limitations, Eq. (2.1) is 
still generally used for want of a better theory of the dynamic glass transition. The Wil-
liams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation often used to describe viscosity or relaxation times in 
polymers is mathematically equivalent to the VFT equation [12]. 
 
Figure 2.2 – showing the average relaxation rates for atactic polysyterene (PS) and cis-
polyisoprene (PI) as a function of inverse temperature – provides examples of the VFT de-
pendence. When Tg as obtained from calorimetric measurements (carried out at a cool-
ing/heating rate of 10 K/min) is superimposed onto the relaxation map as shown in Figure 
2.2, it is realized that the said Tg value occurs at a structural relaxation time of about 100 s. 
This coincidence provides an alternative approach to defining Tg as that temperature at 
which the relaxation rate is ~100 s.  
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Figure 2.2. Structural relaxation times versus inverse temperature for cis-polyisoprene (PI) 
and atactic polystyrene (PS). Tg values for the same systems as obtained from calorimetric 
measurements are also shown. The lines are VFT fits to the dielectric data. Notice the 
agreement between the extrapolated VFT dependence and the calorimetric Tg.  
 
 
Figure 2.3. The response function, , for various Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) pa-
rameters, , as indicated.  
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An interesting feature of many supercooled liquids is the non-exponential time response of 
the liquid to external stimuli; the response function,     , obeys the so-called “stretched 
exponential” or Kahlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW)[15] law: 
 
         [ (
 
 
)
 
]             (2.2) 
 
where  is the related relaxation time and  the KWW constant. As can be seen (Fig. 2.3), 
the smaller the value of , the less exponential the response function. If  = 1, a single ex-
ponential function is recovered. For instance, if the temperature of a typical fragile super-
cooled liquid is suddenly lowered by half a Kelvin, the volume does not approach the new 
equilibrium volume exponentially. Similarly, if some net orientation is given to molecules, 
say by an electric field, the molecules won’t randomize their orientations exponentially. 
Two possible explanations have been suggested to rationalize the KWW law [16]: one may 
think of the existence of a heterogeneous set of environments in a supercooled liquid; in 
this case the relaxation in one such set is almost exponential, but the relaxation times vary 
significantly between the different environments. Alternatively, a supercooled liquid can 
be thought of as being homogeneous, and that each molecule therein relaxes nearly identi-
cally in an intrinsically non-exponential manner.  
 
 
2.2 Theories of the glass transition 
 
In spite of the many attempts made to understand the nature of the glass transition, the the-
ories so far proposed do not capture all the salient features of this phenomenon. However, 
they provide insight into the problem, and have paved way for further experimental, com-
putational and theoretical efforts. Broadly speaking, these theories can be classified into 
three categories: (i) theories that assign a phase transition to a low temperature, below Tg, 
where the viscosity and relaxation times appear to diverge; (ii) those that pay attention to 
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temperatures above Tg – they try to explain the initial features of the slowing down of the 
liquid-like processes; and (iii) theories that do not consider any temperature as being of 
unique importance. In the following Section, a select set of commonly invoked theories is 
discussed. 
 
2.2.1 Free Volume Theories 
 
In these theories [17], the total volume of a liquid is supposed to consist of two parts: one, 
Vocc, that is occupied by molecules, and another – so-called free volume, Vf, – where the 
molecules are free to move, hence accounting for diffusive motion. A redistribution of the 
free volume leads to the random motion of the molecules, but no free energy is required for 
this process. When temperature is decreased, both Vocc and Vf  reduce, and  liquid-glass 
transition  is postulated to be a result of the decrease of Vf (of the amorphous phase) below 
some critical threshold [18–20].  Below Tg, the free volume becomes frozen in with no fur-
ther redistribution taking place. The VFT-dependence is recovered starting from the Doo-
little equation [21] which provides an empirical relation between the viscosity  and the 
free volume: 
 
    
 
  
    
⁄
        (2.3) 
 
where A and B are empirical constants. If the thermal expansion of a liquid is assumed to 
be linear, then its free volume can be expressed as:  
 
   (    )              (2.4) 
 
where Vg is the total volume of the glass at Tg;          is the difference between the 
thermal expansion coefficient of a liquid and that of a glass;           , with V being 
the total volume.  
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Substitung for Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.4) for Vf,  the VFT law for the temperature dependence 
of the viscosity is recovered. The free volume model was extended by Cohen and Grest 
[22], by applying a percolation theory to account for the exchange of free volume between 
nearest “liquid-like” cells. They reasoned that a free exchange of volume can occur only 
between liquid-like cells which are nearest neighbours and which have a sufficiently large 
number of other liquid-like nearest-neighbour cells that the volumes of any neighbouring 
solid-like cells are not constrained to change simultaneously. In this way the “communal” 
entropy associated with the accessibility of all the configuration volume inside the liquid 
clusters is determined.  
  
It is instructive to note that although the free volume approach is simple and accounts for 
some aspects of the liquid-glass transition, it has inherent shortcomings: (i) it is developed 
from a hard sphere model [23], where no directional bonds are present, but is applied to 
strongly covalent glass forming materials possessing directed bonds; and (ii) it fails to ex-
plain the decoupling between the temperature dependence of the rotational and translation-
al diffusion for supercooled liquids [24–29].  
2.2.2 Cooperative Concepts  
 
The idea of cooperative relaxation for glass formers was first proposed by Adams and 
Gibbs [30] in a theory which relates relaxation aspects to entropy considerations. In this 
model, the configurational changes of a liquid originate from a collective motion of an en-
semble of its molecules. The smallest domains, which are capable of altering their configu-
ration independent of their molecular neighbourhood, are called cooperatively rearranging 
regions (CRR). Considering the size of the CRR, this approach then suggests a characteris-
tic length for the dynamic glass transition, which increases with decreasing temperature. 
The probability of cooperative rearrangements is related to the total configurational entro-
py, Sc, by: 
 
      
 {
 
      
}
       (2.5) 
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 where C is a constant and Sc is determined from the step in the calorimetric heat capacity 
at Tg: 
      ∫
   
 
 
  
         (2.6) 
 
Assuming a hyperbolic form for the configurational heat capacity (the configurational heat 
capacity is that part of the heat capacity that is due to configurational rather than vibration-
al degrees of freedom) /pC D T   [31], the following expression for the configurational 
entropy results: 
    (
    
   
)       (2.7)  
 
It is easy to see that when 0T T , then 0CS  , akin to the Kauzmann paradox. Addi-
tionally, from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), the VFT dependence for the viscosity is recovered. 
Donth [32] proposed a development of the cooperative concept by presenting a model 
which derives the temperature dependence of the characteristic size of cooperatively rear-
ranging regions CRR  as:  
 
              
   ⁄       (2.8)  
 
where 0T  represents the Vogel temperature. Based on calorimetric data, this characteristic 
size was estimated to be in the range of 0.7 – 2.2 nm (corresponding to ~ 100 cooperatively 
rearranging molecules) in the vicinity of the glass transition temperature. There have been 
more experimental attempts at estimating the characteristic length of the glass transition 
[33–36]. Although the CRRs were originally thought of as being spherical volumes with 
diameter , some computer simulations suggest that the cooperative motion is essentially 
string-like [37], with the string length increasing with falling temperature. A major short-
coming of the cooperative concepts is the assumption of no interaction between neighbour-
ing regions. Since the string-like shape is less compact compared with the spherical one, 
region-region interactions will be more significant and must have a unique signature for 
the effect of confinement on the dynamic properties of the glass-formers [38]. 
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2.2.3 Mode-Coupling Theory (MCT) 
 
Mode-coupling theory attempts to explain the complex behaviour of the supercooled liq-
uids by invoking the concept of a non-linear feedback mechanism. From the coupling of 
slowly decaying correlation functions, the theory predicts the existence of a characteristic 
temperature Tc above the experimental glass transition temperature Tg for the liquid [39–
41]. The time-dependent decay of the density-density correlation function can be expressed 
in the form of a non-linear, damped second order differential equation of the form: 
 
,
  
   
  
 
  
   
 -         
 ∫                  
 
 
                    (2.9) 
 
where   represents a damping parameter, 0  the harmonic frequency of longitudinal 
sound-waves while   is a term characterizing the strength of the non-linear coupling. This 
coupling is described by a memory function M(t), acting as another damping function for 
longitudinal sound waves. As a first approximation, the wave vector dependence of the 
memory function is neglected, and M(t) is related to the response function,     , simply 
by: 
 
                 (2.10) 
 
Eq. (2.9), in combination with Eq. (2.10), predicts a stretched-exponential decay of      
when the parameter  approaches – from the liquid side – a critical value of 1C  . When 
C  , the density-density fluctuations are frozen-in, hence, the existence of a dynamic 
glass transition is predicted and is evidently entirely controlled by kinetic factors. For   
approaching the critical value of 1 from glass, a power-law singularity for the relaxation 
time is predicted: 
 
  |  
 
  
|
      
       (2.11) 
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Owing to experimental findings, some extensions of the MCT have been made: key among 
them is the removal [42] of the ideal-glass transition singularity present in the model of 
Leutheuser [40]. Furthermore, the wave-vector dependence of M(t), neglected by 
Leutheuser, has been treated by Bengtzelius [39], with the result that only the density fluc-
tuations whose wave-vectors are comparable to those corresponding to the first peak in the 
static structure factor contribute to the feedback mechanism underlying the glass transition.  
 
The MCT has its failures amongst which is its prediction of a sharp glass transition at a 
temperatute TC, but TC > Tg. This implies a kinetic arrest to a non-ergodic phase at temper-
atures where the system is still ergodic and liquid. Additionally, this theory predicts a pow-
er-law divergence of transport coefficients (e.g. diffusion and viscosity) and relaxation 
times, but this is less accurate over a wide range of temperatures [43]. 
 
2.3 Dynamics of polymer chains in melt 
 
The dynamics of linear polymer chains in the melt is influenced mainly by the chain 
length: for short, unentangled chains, the dynamics is determined by a balance between 
viscous and entropic forces; for long chains, topological constraints become dominant [44]. 
If a polymer molecule were stretched out by applying forces on its endgroups, upon release 
of these forces the molecule would return to its initial coiled conformation. This is because 
the transition back to an isotropic coil increases the number of available rotational isomeric 
states and hence the entropy. In mechanistic terms, if the endgroups – or simply two arbi-
trary points within the molecule – were held at a fixed distance from each other, a tensile 
force would arise owing to the net moment transfer onto the ends (or points). If a sequence 
within a chain that has a mean squared end-to-end distance 〈  ⃑ 〉 is selected and its end 
points are a distance   ⃑ , then the tensile force is (assuming Gaussian properties) [45]: 
 
 ⃑     ⃑        (2.12) 
 
with 
 
   
   
〈  ⃑ 〉
       (2.13) 
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This result is interesting since it implies that: a sequence behaves like a spring, showing a 
linear dependence of the force on the extension;    , as is characteristic for forces of en-
tropic origin; and, b decreases with a growing size of the sequence.  
 
A polymer chain in melt is in an environment of other chains, and therefore this surround-
ing influences its motion. For simplicity, the interactions with adjacent molecules can be 
represented by one viscous force, as is usually done for the dynamics of a colloid in sol-
vent. If a colloid moves through a solvent with a velocity  ⃑, the solvent molecules in con-
tact with its surface create a force that is proportional to  ⃑, and the solvent viscosity   , 
 
 ⃑    ⃑         (2.14) 
 
where   is the friction coeffiecient (which is directly proportional to the solvent viscosity). 
Rouse developed a treatment of the dynamics of polymer chains in melt by using this idea 
of a viscous force, and taking into consideration the tensile forces in stretched parts of the 
chain. In the Rouse model, the chain is first subdivided into    Rouse sequences, with 
each sequence being sufficiently long to ensure Gaussian properties. Secondly, each Rouse 
sequence is substituted by a bead and a spring; the former plays the role of a centre where-
upon friction forces are exerted, while the latter represents the elastic tensile forces. Then a 
Rouse chain is one comprising of beads interlinked by springs as schematically presented 
in Figure 2.4. The equations of motion of the Rouse chain are formulated neglecting all in-
ertial effects, so that the velocity   ⃑   ⁄  of bead l is given by 
 
  
  ⃑ 
  
     ⃑     ⃑       ⃑     ⃑     (2.15) 
 
where    is the friction coefficient per bead and     is the force constant of the springs 
which depends on the mean squared end-to-end distances of the Rouse sequences,   
 . 
From Eq. (2.13), it is clear that 
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 ⁄        (2.16) 
 
 
 
This set of differential equations can be solved easily by first noting that motions in the 3-
D space decouple and are equivalent. Considering now the z-direction, and assuming a 
chain with an infinite length, then we have translational symmetry in terms of l. Therefore 
there must be wave-like solutions of the form  
 
    
    ⁄      ⁄        (2.17) 
 
where an exponential time dependence is anticipated as is the case for all relaxation pro-
cesses,   is the relaxation rate and  is the phase shift between adjacent beads. Substituting 
Eq. (2.17) into Eq. (2.15), delivers the relationship between the relaxation rate and  as:  
 
 
 
 
   
  
    (
 
 
)      (2.18) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4. A Rouse chain consisting of NR beads interlinked by springs 
 
 
Since a linear chain has free tail ends where the tensile forces vanish, the boundary condi-
tions read as, 
l = 0 
l = 1 
l = NR-1 
l = NR-2 
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                       (2.19) 
 
or in differential form: 
 
  
  
      
  
  
              (2.20) 
 
The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (2.17) 
 
           
 
 
 , and             
 
 
    (2.21) 
 
represent separate solutions of the equation of motion. Only the cosine solution fulfils the 
boundary condition at    . The condition for the upper end,       , then selects the 
values of  by 
   
  
            {       }      (2.22) 
 
Since this is solved by 
 
          ,       (2.23) 
 
the following eigenvalues are obtained for a linear chain with free ends,   : 
 
   
 
    
                      (2.24) 
 
 
Therefore for the linear chain, there are   independent solutions, which are called Rouse 
modes and are differentiated by their order m.  From Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.24) we obtain 
the so-called Rouse time,    as: 
 
   
 
   
(    
 ⁄ )
  
  
       (2.25) 
 
where   
    
       . Eq. (2.25) indicates that the ratio     
 ⁄  is independent of the 
choice of the sequence, which is true if the friction coefficient    is proportional to the 
number of monomer units in the sequence. In fact this is a basic requirement of the Rouse 
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model. Eq. (2.25) also gives the dependence of the Rouse time on the molecular weight, M; 
since   
     , and    , we get for the longest relaxation time,   : 
 
    
        (2.26) 
 
For entangled polymers, the tube model developed by de Gennes [46] predicts a maximum 
relaxation time (for the so-called reptation process),    , which is different from    in the 
Rouse theory. The ratio between     and      is written as 
 
  
  
 
 
  
        (2.27) 
where L is the contour length of the primitive chain. This model predicts the     depend-
ence of   . Experiments on high molecular melts are in qualitative agreement with the pre-
dictions of the reptation theory but yield a slightly higher exponent of 3.4, e.g., for the zero 
shear viscosity, which is proportional to    [47]. 
 
 
2.4 The dynamic glass transition in confinement 
2.4.1 Experiments: State-of-the-art 
 
Today, the nature of the glass transition remains a subject of intense studies in soft matter 
science even after several decades of devoted investigations. This arises from the fact that 
while several theoretical models (see Section 2.2) have been put forward to explain this 
phenomenon, none vigorously explains all aspects of the rubber-to-glass transition. In an 
attempt to make a break-through, considerable research effort is now focussed on under-
standing glass-formers in confinement. The cooperative concepts of Adam and Gibbs [30] 
inform this approach since it is reasoned that for a sufficiently supercooled liquid, structur-
al relaxation can only occur when a number of constituent molecules re-arrange collective-
ly. This cooperativity therefore suggests so-called finite size effects, that is, changes in the 
dynamics and glass transition temperature when the material is confined to length scales 
near the cooperative size. Such confinement can be achieved and studied using, inter alia, 
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nanoporous media, entangled polymeric systems, or thin films. The latter provide an ideal 
sample geometry since the extent of confinement can be remarkably increased simply by 
reducing the thickness of the films.  
 
Another reason which informs the focus on glass-formers in confinement is their current 
and potential technological applications. In many of these applications (e.g. photoresists, 
batteries, sensors for smart drug delivery, nanolubrication, nanoadhesion, etc ), the materi-
als are used in miniaturized dimensions for purposes of increasing performance and for 
convenience. Consequently, they have – due to an increased surface area to volume ratio – 
a large fraction of segments near an interface. How aspects of this miniaturization – con-
finement effects, interfacial interactions and finite size effects – influence overall proper-
ties of the system must be understood for appropriate innovation. To this end, several ex-
perimental techniques (e.g. Ellipsometry [2,48–74], X-ray Reflectivity [70,75–80], 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry [52,53,81–88], Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy 
[73,89,90], AC-Chip Calorimetry [70,91–94], Fluorescence Spectroscopy [67,95–107], 
Neutron Scattering [66,80,108–110], Brillouin Light Scattering [1,50,111–113], Rheology 
[114–116], Atomic Force Spectroscopy [117,118], Nanobubble Inflation [119–123], 
dewetting [124–126], Optical Waveguide Spectroscopy [127], Broadband Dielectric Spec-
troscopy [69–71,82,88,89,91,128–147]) have been employed to study key parameters (such 
as molecular weight [2,49,64,70,89,129], tacticity [51,56,148,149], measurement ambience 
[65,131,133,138,150,151], nature of polymer-substrate interaction 
[49,51,52,59,71,75,111,127,151,152], concentration of mother solutions [146] and even the 
type of experimental technique [59,74,144,153]) that may influence the observed dynamics 
in confinement. In this section, two important parameters, i.e. polymer-substrate interac-
tion and preparative aspects, are reviewed. 
 
Interactions at the polymer-substrate interface may be attractive, repulsive or neutral.  Sev-
eral studies  have reported an increase in Tg when the film-substrate interactions are polar 
in nature and hence dominated by attractive forces, e.g., isotactic poly(methylmethacrylate) 
(PMMA) [49,51,59] or poly-(2)-vinylpyridine (P2VP) [152] on SiO2 wafers. In such cases, 
interaction is feasibly presumed to be via hydrogen bonding between surface hydroxyl 
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(OH) groups and electronegative groups, e.g. the oxygen atoms in methacrylate.  PMMA , 
for instance, has two oxygen atoms in each methacrylate side group, and both oxygen at-
oms contain a pair of unshared electrons, a criterion for hydrogen bonding [154] . This 
bonding is hypothesized to restrict (segmental) mobility, and hence result in higher-than-
bulk Tg values. However, in a recent study [147] where isolated P2VP chains were deposit-
ed onto SiO2 substrates, it was shown that only about ~10% of the polymer segments make 
bonds with the terminal OH groups on the surface, and that this leads to a broadening – but 
no shift – of the α-relaxation peak.  
 
For thin films with free surfaces or in contact with repulsive surfaces, some studies have 
reported Tg reductions  with reducing  film thickness [48,49,75,127,155–157]. Prucker et 
al. [127], for example, deposited PMMA thin films on HMDS {hexamethyldisilazane}- 
treated, hence hydrophobic glass substrates, and found a Tg depression of up to ~15 K for a 
spincast 10-nm-thin sample.  This, and similar results by other authors, has been rational-
ized by thinking of polymers at air interfaces or in contact with repulsive surfaces as being 
dominated by entropic effects such as chain-end segregation [75], confinement effects, or 
disentanglement [111], which lead to a speed-up of the relaxation. While these ideas seem 
plausible, this picture becomes complicated when we consider the fact that divergent re-
sults have been reported for the case where exactly the same polymer-substrate combina-
tion was investigated. For instance  Keddie et al. [48] and Wallace et al. [76] studied poly-
styrene on hydrogen-terminated silicon surfaces and observed a decrease and an increase in 
Tg, respectively, with reducing film thickness. Furthermore, in a substantive study of this 
parameter, Erber et al. [71] systematically varied the interfacial interactions for atactic 
PMMA from attractive (native silicon oxide -SiOx) to weak and strongly repulsive interac-
tions (as realized by gold-coated and HMDS-treated SiOx surfaces, respectively). Their re-
sults (see Fig. 2.5) revealed no dependence of the calorimetrically-determined Tg and the 
BDS-accessed dynamics, within the limits of experimental uncertainty, on the nature of 
polymer-substrate interactions.   
 
There’s no doubt that in the thin-film geometry, the overall system significantly comprises 
of surfaces and hence polymer-substrate interactions and free interfaces must play a nota-
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ble role on the resultant dynamics. Nonetheless, what exactly that role is remains a subject 
of scientific debate. Changes in Tg as often reported in literature should mean increased or 
retarded molecular mobility in thin films. Based on diffusion experiments, however, it is 
unclear how and to what extent mobility is altered in supported films [158–161].  
 
Aspects of sample preparation and treatment before and during actual measurements must 
also play a key role in determining the dynamics in thin polymer layers. As already evident 
from the scheme in Figure 2.1, the glass transition temperature – and of course, the molec-
ular dynamics – of any given bulk material depends on the material’s thermal history. This, 
and other related aspects like the remaining solvent content and measurement ambient, be-
comes more significant as the surface-to-volume ratio of the material increases.    
 
 
Figure 2.5. The glass transition temperature, Tg , of atactic-PMMA thin films measured by 
ellipsometry (filled symbols) and the characteristic temperature, Tα, of its segmental re-
laxation at 120.74 Hz measured by BDS (open symbols) plotted versus layer thickness d. 
The measurements were carried out on different substrates having hydrophobic (gold-
coated and HMDS-treated) and hydrophilic (SiOx) surfaces. The calorimetrically deter-
mined Tg of the bulk is shown by dashed lines, and the experimental error of ± 0.5 K 
(shaded region) is included for comparison. Adapted from [71] with permission. 
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In a majority of studies, thin layers are prepared by spin-coating from solution. Typically, a 
polymer solution is first placed on a substrate, before the substrate is spun rapidly. Because 
of the centrifugal force, a film of the solution is formed, and the excess is ejected off the 
edge of the substrate. The film continues to thin slowly till disjoining pressure effects 
cause the film to reach an equilibrium thickness or until it turns solid-like due to a dramatic 
rise in viscosity resulting from solvent evaporation [162]. Even though most of the solvent 
evaporates in the course of spin-coating, it has been shown that a significant fraction re-
mains in the polymer film [163] and preferentially accumulates at the polymer-substrate in-
terface [162,164]. Such remaining solvent acts as a plasticizer and artefactually speeds up 
the dynamics [88,162,165]. Additionally, the process of spin-coating results in polymer 
chains being quenched in a non-equilibrated state due to the torque-induced changes in 
their conformation. Serghei and Kremer [138] have demonstrated that such non-
equilibrium states may have not-bulk-like dynamics, and that their metastable character 
can be ostensibly reproducible.  
 
Therefore, in order to remove solvent and to allow the films to relax to equilibrium, an ap-
propriate annealing procedure must be applied. Typically, an annealing temperature tens of 
Kelvins above Tg is sufficient when applied for at least 12 h [69,70,146,147]. To avoid 
chemical degradation likely to occur in the presence of water or oxygen at elevated tem-
peratures, the use of an inert atmosphere – such as high vacuum (better than 10-6 mbars) or 
argon or dry nitrogen ambience – is inevitable. Serghei et al. [131,133] investigated poly-
styrene films in different ambients and observed that the dynamics became faster-than-bulk 
for samples measured in air, but remained bulk-like for samples probed in dry nitrogen at-
mosphere or vacuum (Fig. 2.6). Infrared measurements revealed that the former result was 
due to a reduction in molecular weight occasioned by oxygen-induced chain scissions. 
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Figure 2.6. The Relaxation rate versus inverse temperature (alpha process) for a 63 nm 
thin polystyrene film as prepared, after 24 hours annealing at 180 C in a pure nitrogen at-
mosphere, and after 1, 2 , 5 and 10 hours annealing at the same temperature in air. Adopted 
from [131] with permission. 
 
 
2.4.2 Theoretical attempts at explaining dynamics in confinement 
 
P.G. de Gennes [166,167] developed what he called a sliding-model in an attempt to ex-
plain the drastic reductions of the glass transition temperature as observed in thin free-
standing polymer films. In this approach, the chain loops which are in contact with the free 
interface are presumed to exhibit a special type of relaxation, the so-called sliding motion. 
These sliding modes, promoted by the enhanced mobility due to the presence of the free in-
terface, are held responsible for the reported faster dynamics. In the framework of this 
model, the experimentally observed thickness- and molecular-weight-dependent Tg shifts 
are qualitatively reproduced. Nonetheless, the interaction between the polymer and the 
substrate is not considered. 
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Another attempt to explain Tg shifts has been put forward by Long, Lequeux and Sotta 
[168,169] who propose a thermodynamic model for the glass transition. Their picture, 
whose basic ideas spring from the free volume model, is based on the concept of dynamic 
heterogeneity.  Considering the thermally induced density fluctuations in the bulk, the au-
thors suppose that the glass transition is controlled by the percolation of small domains of 
slower dynamics. In this context, the differences between the 3D glass transition (as in the 
bulk) and the quasi-2D glass transition (characteristic for thin films) are discussed. It is 
shown that the Tg shifts reported in the literature can be well-reproduced. In addition, a 
pronounced dependence of the confinement-effects on the interactions of the polymer at 
the interfaces is revealed. Thus, for freely-standing films, it is demonstrated that the do-
mains of slower dynamics percolate at lower temperatures than in the bulk, and hence the 
Tg reduction. In the case of strongly adsorbed films, an enhanced percolation occurs, result-
ing in a broadening of the glass transition and in an increase of the glass transition tem-
perature. In both cases – strongly and weakly adsorbed films – the Tg shifts depend on film 
thickness as a power law with an exponent related to the inverse correlation length of the 
3D percolation. 
 
Herminghaus  [170–172] has also proposed a theoretical understanding of the confinement 
effects observed in thin polymer films. The focus here is on small molecular weights for 
which changes in the chain conformation due to geometrical finite size effects are exclud-
ed. Two main assumptions are made: the glass transition temperature in thin polymer films 
is determined by the spectrum of their viscoelastic eigenmodes which are affected by the 
vicinity of the free surface; and, the glass transition is physically caused by memory effects 
in the polymer material. This theory succeeds to rationalize a number of experimental find-
ings reported in the literature. Fundamentally, it attempts to explain (i) why Tg shifts show 
no significant molecular weight dependence; (ii) the pronounced confinement effects in 
freestanding films as compared to their supported counterparts; (iii) the dependence of the 
Tg shifts on the substrate’s chemical composition; and (iv) the fact that in some cases an 
increase of Tg is to be expected. 
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3 Sample Preparation and Experi-
mental Techniques 
In this chapter, the procedure of preparing and characterizing thin film samples is present-
ed. Furthermore, the basic theory underlying the employed experimental techniques is 
briefly reviewed.  
 
3.1 Thin film preparation by spin-coating 
3.1.1 Films on glass slides 
 
Glass slides measuring 1 cm x 1 cm x 1 mm are mounted on a Teflon rack and cleaned in 
an ultra-sound alkaline bath (of deionized water and Hellmanex
TM
 (Sigma Aldrich) – an 
alkaline concentrate commonly used in the glass industry) at a temperature of 334 K for 15 
minutes. They are then rinsed in pure acetone and dried under nitrogen flow before being 
mounted on a mask, and put in an evaporation chamber where aluminium electrodes (~0.8 
mm wide, ~80 nm thick) are deposited in oil-free high vacuum (10
-6
 mbar). Subsequently, 
thin polymer films are spin-coated onto the slides from solution at a moderate rate of 50 
rev/sec, to avoid possible chain breaking. The thickness of the polymer layers is varied by 
changing the concentration of the polymer in solution. Prior to the evaporation of a second 
Al counter-electrode, the films are annealed (typically at Tg-bulk + 50 K, where Tg-bulk is the 
calorimetric glass transition temperature of the bulk material) in oil-free vacuum (10
-6
 
mbar) for at least 24 hours to remove remaining solvent, and equilibrate them. Before die-
lectric measurements, the films were annealed again for several hours to remove any water 
that may be adsorbed in the course of transfer. The final sample geometry resulting from 
this preparation is displayed in Figure 3.1. It is simply referred to as the capped geometry 
and is the conventional approach widely employed (e.g. in [69,70,129,173–175]) for con-
finement studies.  
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3.1.2 Films on silicon wafers 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. (a) A schematic representation of a cross-sectional view of the conventional 
capped geometry for thin film studies; the thin polymer film is sandwiched between two 
metal electrodes. (b) A display of how electrical contacts are made on the resulting capaci-
tor for purposes of dielectric measurements.  
 
 
Highly doped silicon wafers with orientation (100) were purchased from MicroFab Bre-
men. These wafers have a root mean square (rms) roughness of 0.23 nm (as determined on 
a scan area of 1 µm
2
 by Atomic Force Microscopy), specific resistivity less than 3 mcm, 
and a 30-nm thermally oxidized surface layer. First, a layer of Al (~80 nm) is evaporated 
on the backside of the wafers in high vacuum (10
-6 
mbar) and a coating of photoresist then 
spincast on the frontside. These two layers serve as electrical contacts, and protection dur-
ing subsequent cutting (into smaller pieces), respectively. Thereafter, the wafer dice (typi-
cally 4 mm x 8 mm) are rinsed in acetone to remove the photoresist; purged with a plasma 
cleaner and a snow-jet gun to eject any organic contaminants; sonicated successively in ac-
etone (10 minutes) and dichloromethane (10 minutes); and, dried under nitrogen flow and 
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on a hot plate (at 423 K for 5 minutes) before eventual spin-coating of polymer films in the 
same manner as described in section 3.1.1 above. Details on how a capacitor for dielectric 
measurements is assembled having polymer films on silicon dice are provided in Sec-
tion 3.2.  
 
3.1.3 Reproducibility of sample preparation 
 
The reproducibility of samples both for the capped and uncapped geometries has been 
carefully checked. Figure 3.2 shows representative data for two identical polyisoprene thin 
film samples of thickness ~20 nm prepared using the same recipe and measured in the un-
capped geometry; it is clearly seen that the dielectric data thus obtained is reproducible, 
within the limits of experimental uncertainty. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Dielectric loss       
   as a function of temperature, at different frequencies, for 
two polyisoprene (Mw = 11 600 g/mol) samples prepared from the same solution, and 
hence having nearly the same thickness (as indicated) and measured in the uncapped ge-
ometry (s. Section 3.2) 
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3.1.4 Stability of thin film samples 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Dielectric loss       
   as a function of temperature, at different frequencies, for 
a polyisoprene (Mw = 11 600 g/mol) sample of thickness 81 nm measured (in the uncapped 
geometry) after 24 hrs of annealing at 400 K (filled symbols), and after a subsequent an-
nealing for 48 hrs (empty symbols).  
 
 
The thermal stability of the thin polymer films was also checked. It was revealed that so 
long as the films are kept in inert atmosphere (oil-free high vacuum - 10
-6
 mbar, or dry ni-
trogen flow), their dielectric response is reproducible even after being kept at elevated 
temperatures far above their glass transition for several days. Figure 3.3 provides the re-
sults of such an experiment: a thin PI film with a thickness of 81 nm was annealed for 24 
hrs at 400 K in high vacuum before the first dielectric measurements. Thereafter, this sam-
ple was kept at 400 K in dry nitrogen flow for 48 hrs and re-measured.    No changes are 
observed both for the segmental and chain dynamics as accessed by Broadband Dielectric 
Spectroscopy. The surface topography of this sample was also inspected by Atomic Force 
Microscopy; its root-mean-square (rms) roughness remains unchanged – within the limits 
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of experimental uncertainty – when comparison is made between the as-prepared film, and 
the film after all heat-treatment and dielectric measurements (see Figure 3.4). 
 
 
  
 
Figure 3.4. AFM images of the surface of a thin polyisoprene layer (thickness, 81 nm) as 
prepared (a) and after annealing and dielectric measurements (b). The rms roughness val-
ues are         and         nm, respectively. 
 
 
3.1.5 Film thickness determination 
 
The thickness of a polymer film is conventionally the most important parameter in con-
finement studies since it defines the extent of expected restriction on molecular dynamics.  
Its determination is therefore a critical aspect of experiments of the kind reported in this 
work. There are several means of finding the thickness of thin films; these include interfer-
ometry, ellipsometry, x-ray reflectivity, spectrophotometry, stylus profilometry, microgra-
vimetry, capacitive measurements and atomic force microscopy [176,177]. The last two 
were used in the current report, and are discussed herebelow.  
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The capacitive technique was used for determining the thickness of capped samples. The 
procedure demands measurement of the sample capacitance,     , in a spectral region 
where dielectric dispersions are minimal, i.e, at high frequencies and low temperatures 
(10
5
 Hz and 300 K in this work). Both the area of the sample and   
  (the real part of the 
dielectric permittivity of the polymer in the high frequency limit) must be known. The 
former is obtained by measuring the length and width of the electrodes with the aid of an 
optical microscope, while the latter is determined from dielectric measurements of the bulk 
material in a sample holder of known dimensions. The   
   thus obtained was compared 
with values readily available in literature, and agreements within uncertainties better than 
1 % ascertained. Notably, it is assumed here that   
  is thickness-invariant, a fact that has 
been experimentally proven, at least for linear polymers [178,179], but may not be valid 
for their architecturally-modified counterparts such as star-branched and grafted polymers.  
The thickness, d, of the film is then calculated assuming a parallel-plate capacitor from the 
well-known equation,        
         where             
    As      ) and A 
are the permittivity of free space and area of the active capacitor, respectively. The value 
of d obtained in this manner assumes ideally ultra-flat interfaces.  Atomic Force Spectros-
copy (AFM) was therefore used as a counter-check; deviations of up to 3% were observed 
between these two approaches.  
 
The absolute film thickness and the surface topography were determined by employing a 
Veeco Dimension 3000 Metrology Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) (Digital Instruments, 
Veeco Metrology Group) operated in tapping mode by using silicon tips (nominal radius of 
curvature < 10 nm) with a force constant of about 40 N/m and a resonance frequency in the 
range 200-400 kHz. The AFM approach requires that some part of the polymer film be 
stripped off the substrate (say, using a sharp steel blade) and the resulting groove or step 
scanned in tapping mode. An appropriate image (with 512×512 pixels) is obtained by 
scanning in such a way as to capture both the groove and the intact film surface. In this 
way, the surface topography of both the substrate and the polymer film is analyzed (using 
the Gwyddion software 2.25 [180]) and the thickness estimated (with a 1-2 nm precision) 
by making a linecut through the AFM image as shown in Figure 3.5a. 
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Figure 3.5. (a) AFM image (20 µm x 20 µm) of a 15-nm-thin polystyrene (PS-60) film 
scanned in such a way as to include both the scratched area and the unharmed film surface; 
(b) a vertical surface profile corresponding to the linecut shown in (a); (c) the correspond-
ing histogram displaying the height distribution in the AFM image.  
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Figure 3.6. Thicknesses as determined from the analyses of various scratches made in re-
gions A, B, C and D of a capped thin film sample. The mean thickness thus determined is 6 
±2 nm. Inset – a scheme of the sample showing the different regions in which scratches 
were made, and scanned. 
 
 
From the line-cut, a vertical surface profile is plotted (Fig. 3.5b), and the film thickness is 
simply the height difference between the substrate and the film. To take care of the height 
distributions on the image – which is the more accurate approach – the histogram of the 
vertical heights is obtained, from which two peaks emerge. These correspond to the height 
distributions on the substrate and the film surface (Fig. 3.5c.) The distance between the 
maximum positions of the peaks is the film thickness, averaged over the whole area of the 
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AFM scan. In comparison with the capacitive method, which provides the average thick-
ness over the whole sample area, AFM allows only a local determination. Therefore, for 
good statistics, AFM measurements have to be performed at many points on the sample. 
For uncapped samples, the scratches were made in the actual active capacitor area since the 
counter-electrode can be easily removed. Figure 3.6 illustrates how this was done for 
capped samples.  Ten (10) scans each were carried out in regions A, B, C and D (inset, Fig. 
3.6), which lie in the immediate neighbourhood of the capacitor of interest (whose typical 
dimensions are indicated). 
 
3.1.6 Sample annealing experiments  
 
 
An important step in the sample preparation is the annealing procedure applied. This an-
nealing – carried out in oil-free high vacuum (10-6 mbars) at temperatures above Tg (of the 
bulk material) for several hours – is required in order to remove solvent and equilibrate the 
thin layer before dielectric measurements. In order to estimate the duration of time needed 
for sufficient annealing, the dielectric response of a test sample is monitored during anneal-
ing. Figure 3.7 provides a representative illustration for a 111-nm thick polyisoprene sam-
ple. There’s a sharp decrease in the dielectric loss (as monitored at fixed frequencies) im-
mediately after reaching the annealing temperature (400 K), followed by a gradual fall 
observed over several hours. From this experiment, it is determined that annealing must 
last for at least 12 h before substantive dielectric measurements.  
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Figure 3.7. The imaginary part of the measured permittivity,       
  , as monitored at two 
chosen frequencies for a thin polyisoprene sample prepared with nanostructured electrodes, 
and the temporal evolution of the temperature T (red line) in the annealing chamber.  
 
 
3.2 Use of nanostructured electrodes – a novel approach 
 
A current hot topic in soft matter research is focussed on determining how the molecular 
dynamics underlying the glass transition phenomenon change due to interfacial interac-
tions. The experimental tool employed to unravel this must grant access to the glassy dy-
namics occurring on a molecular scale and, as well, quantitatively determine the corre-
sponding relaxation time distribution function. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy fulfils 
these requirements but, in its conventional application, is limited due to the fact that it is a 
volume-specific technique. For instance, the common approach (Section 3.1.1) to studying 
thin polymer layers by dielectric spectroscopy – where the sample must be assembled in a 
capacitor arrangement - involves evaporating a metal electrode onto the polymeric materi-
al. This however demands that only fairly thick layers ( 10 nm) can be probed since elec-
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trical shortcuts arise when the thickness is further diminished. Additionally, the evapora-
tion of a metal onto soft matter introduces artefactual effects – as will be shown later in 
this work. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8. (a) A scheme of the cross-section of the sample capacitor assembled for dielec-
tric measurements employing ultra-flat highly conductive silicon wafers as electrodes, and 
insulating silica nano-pillars as spacers; (b) optical microscope image of an array of silica 
nano-pillars embedded on a conductive silicon wafer; (c) tapping mode AFM height image 
of a spacer (height 110 nm, lateral dimension 5 µm); and (d) the corresponding profile of 
the height image. 
 
 
 
A different approach [181] – developed about seven years ago, and recently improved to 
increase sensitivity – is schematically described in Figure 3.8. Here, ultra-flat (rms rough-
ness of 2.3 Å as determined on a scan area of 1 µm
2
) and highly conductive (specific resis-
tivity less than 3 mcm) silicon wafers are used as electrodes, and a regular matrix of in-
sulating silica nano-pillars as spacers. The quadratic spacers having a lateral dimension of 
5 µm, and variable height, in the range 35 – 1500  nm, are produced by thermal oxidation 
and optical lithography (see Scheme 3.1) on the surface of a conductive silicon wafer (at 
the Max Planck Institute for Microstructure Physics, Halle (Saale), Germany). On a second 
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conductive wafer, a thin polymer layer is deposited by spin coating from solution (under 
extra-clean conditions). After spin coating, the two wafer pieces (that is, one with the thin 
layer and the second one having silica nano-pillars) are brought in contact, and slightly 
pressed together using a spring. This delivers a capacitor inside which is the sample mate-
rial with its upper interface free.   
 
Figure 3.9 shows the dielectric response of an empty (i.e., without a polymer film) capaci-
tor of the kind schemed in Figure 3.8a. It reveals that the dielectric response of the whole 
set-up is stable (given the concurrence between heating and cooling runs over a wide range 
of temperatures). Furthermore, it shows that the dielectric loss of the nanostructures is very 
low, and hence ultra-thin layers prepared from many polymeric (and low-molecular 
weight) materials, including those with low dielectric strengths, can be studied in this ge-
ometry. This approach therefore achieves a new possibility for broadband dielectric spec-
troscopy: the ability to measure interfacial molecular dynamics. It is instructive to note that 
a systematic adjustment of the interfacial interactions is readily possible as can be realized 
by controlled deposition of various metallic or organic layers [71] on the surface of the 
electrodes prior to deposition of the thin films. Recently, nano-pillars with heights as low 
as 35 nm were successfully produced, making it possible to study isolated polymer coils 
[147]. 
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Scheme 3.1. The process of producing silica nanospacers   
 
Wafer material 
Cz-Si, {100}-oriented, n-type,  = 0.01 – 0.03  cm, diameter 150 mm 
 
Wafer cleaning process (RCA procedure) 
1. NH
4
OH:H
2
O
2
:H
2
O = 1:1:5 (at 75°C, 5 min) 
2. Rinse in deionized (DI ) water  
3. HCl:H
2
O
2
:H
2
O = 1:1:5 (at 75°C, 5 min) 
4. Rinse in DI water and drying in pure N2 
 
Oxidation 
Dry oxidation  in pure oxygen. Conditions depend on the oxide layer thickness  re-
quired  (900°C < T < 1050°C) 
 Deposition of  photoresist  
 
Photolithography 
 Oxide etching (depending on the conditions) 
 Removal of photoresist (O2 plasma) 
 Deposition of photoresist (front side) 
 Al deposition (back side) - sputtering 
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Figure 3.9. The real,    
 , and imaginary,    
  , parts of the complex permittivity as meas-
ured for an empty capacitor (assembled using nanostructured electrodes) recorded during 
subsequent heating (closed symbols), cooling (open symbols) and re-heating (crossed-
symbols) runs.   
 
 
 
 
3.3 Poly(cis-1,4-isopsrene) (PI) in porous media 
 
Aluminium can be oxidized by means of an electrochemical procedure which changes the 
surface chemistry of the metal to produce an anodic oxide layer. During this anodization 
process, a self-organized, highly ordered array of cylindrical shaped pores is produced (in 
dependence on oxidation parameters) with controllable pore diameters, periodicity and po-
rosity [182,183]. Anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) membranes are therefore used as tem-
plates in a variety of nanotechnology applications because the need for expensive litho-
graphical techniques is circumvented.  
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Figure 3.10. Scanning Electron Microscope images of an AAO membrane with pores hav-
ing a mean diameter of 55 nm, viewed from the top (a), and from the side after cleaving 
along the pore direction (b). The first image displays the well-known hexagonal array of 
cylindrical pores [184], while the second demonstrates the uni-directional nature of the 
channels. The inset shows a zoom-in over a small area of the image.  
 
 
 
 
AAO membranes with uni-directional pore channels (Fig. 3.10) were infiltrated with 
poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) for dielectric studies. The experimental procedure was carried out as 
follows: (i) the empty membrane was weighed before being annealed at 573 K for 24 h in 
oil-free high vacuum (10
-6
 mbar); (ii) the system was cooled down to 300 K to allow for 
injection of 0.5 ml of a PI/chloroform (23 vol% PI) onto the membrane (still in high vacu-
um); (iii) after 12 h of infiltration at 300 K, the membrane was annealed at 374 K for 1 h to 
remove solvent, and then (iv) cooled down again to 300 K for the next injection of solu-
tion. This was repeated over several days, and a filling factor (as determined from weight 
measurements) of   70% achieved in 6 days (for PI-53 in 55-nm pores). Figures 3.11 and 
3.12, respectively, show schemes of the pore-filling procedure and vacuum (and annealing) 
chamber used in this work. The latter evacuates the sample chamber using a two-step se-
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quence: initially, a membrane pump brings the pressure to the mbar level, before a turbo-
molecular system pumps down to the nano-bar range. By this method, a vacuum better 
than 10
-6
 mbar is achieved, and the sample is not exposed to oil vapour via hydrocarbon 
backstreaming, as would be the case for conventional oil-based roughing pumps. Very sig-
nificantly, the vacuum area can be accessed, without breaking it, via the natural rubber 
membrane using a sharp needle. The rubber membrane acts as a kind of septum through 
which solutions can be injected onto the AAO template, without exposure to oxygen or 
water vapour. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11. A scheme describing the fractionated pore-infiltration procedure applied in 
this work. The thick arrows show the instances when injection of the solution is made. 
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Figure 3.12. A custom-made1 vacuum annealing chamber consisting of a two-step pump-
ing system that employs a turbo molecular pump and an oil-free membrane pump. A wide 
range vacuum gauge is connected via four angle valves. The sample is placed in a chamber 
(made of fused silica glass) which is heated by an oven equipped with a temperature con-
troller. Importantly, access into the vacuum (without breaking it) is gained via the natural 
rubber membrane using a sharp needle. 
 
 
3.4 Experimental Techniques 
3.4.1 Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) 
 
Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) [12] probes the interaction of electromagnetic 
(EM) waves with matter in the frequency regime between 10
-6
 and 10
12
 Hz. This extraordi-
narily extended dynamic range covers the dispersion and absorption phenomena of molec-
                                                 
1 I am grateful to  Wiktor Skokov for courteously preparing this schematic. 
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ular and collective dipolar relaxations, charge transport and polarization effects at inner 
and outer boundaries which determine the dielectric properties of the material under inves-
tigation. These processes, originate, respectively, from molecular reorientations of perma-
nent dipole moments; electric conduction arising from the translational motions of electric 
charges (electrons, ions, holes); and, separation of charges at the interfaces (electrode or 
Maxwell-Wagner polarization). BDS therefore facilitates access to a wealth of information 
on the dynamics of bound (dipoles) and mobile charge carriers, depending on the details of 
the molecular system.  
 
3.4.1.1 Polarization  
The interaction of matter with EM fields is described by Maxwell’s equations: 
       
  
  
        (3.1) 
       
  
  
       (3.2) 
               (3.3) 
and 
              (3.4) 
where E and H describe the electric and magnetic fields, D the dielectric displacement, B 
the magnetic induction, j the current density and    the density of charges. For small elec-
tric field strengths ( 106 V/cm), D can be expressed by   
 
               (3.5) 
 
where    is the complex dielectric function, and   (         
    As V
-1
m
-1
) is the 
permittivity of free space. According to Eqs. (3.1 – 3.4),    is time (or frequency) depend-
ent if time-dependent processes take place in the sample. For a periodic electrical field 
               , where  is the radial frequency, the complex dielectric function is 
given by 
 
                          (3.6) 
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where       and        are the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric function. 
The latter is also commonly referred to as the dielectric loss.  
When an external field is applied to a dielectric, the material responds by undergoing a die-
lectric displacement, mainly characterized by the polarization, P: 
 
         
         
        (3.7) 
 
where           is the dielectric susceptibility of the material under the influence of 
an outer electric field. Generally, a macroscopic polarization P is related to microscopic 
dipole moments    of the molecules present within a volume V by  
 
  
∑  
 
        (3.8) 
 
Microscopic dipole moments – which arise when the electric centres of gravity of positive 
and negative charges of a molecule or particle do not match – can be divided into two cat-
egories: induced and permanent dipole moments. The former, which include electronic and 
atomic polarizations, result from the deformation of a neutral distribution of charges by lo-
cal electrical fields,     . Their contribution to the total macroscopic polarization can be 
summarized in a common term denoted as   and defined as  
 
          
   
 
           (3.9) 
 
where   represents the polarizability, n the dipole number density, ρ the density,    the 
Avogadro number, and M the molecular weight. For sufficiently small densities, the local 
electric field      can be approximated by the external electric field E. For higher densi-
ties, shielding effects must be considered because the influence of the surrounding medium 
on a test dipole moment is no longer negligible. In this case, according to the calculations 
of Lorenz using a cavity model: 
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       (3.10) 
 
where     ⁄  for a spherical cavity and a homogeneous dielectric material. In combina-
tion with Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9), Eq. (3.10) can be used to derive the relation between the 
static dielectric permittivity    and the polarizability α (Clausis-Mosotti relation [185]): 
 
   
    
   
        (3.11) 
 
where        ⁄ . 
The second contribution to the total macroscopic polarization, referred to as the orienta-
tional polarization, emanates from molecules or particles which possess permanent dipole 
moments which can be oriented in an external electric field: 
 
    
 
 
∑    
 
 
〈 〉       (3.12) 
 
where N is the total number of dipoles, V the volume and 〈 〉 the mean dipole moment.  
Neglecting inertia effects on     and assuming that the local electrical field is given by the 
external field, and that the dipoles do not interact with each other, the mean dipole moment 
is given only by a counterbalance between orientational polarization and thermal fluctua-
tions. According to Boltzmann statistics, one gets: 
 
〈 〉  
∫      (
   
   
)    
∫    (
   
   
)    
       (3.13) 
 
where T is the temperature,    Boltzmann constant and    the differential space angle. 
The factor    (
   
   
)   gives the probability that the dipole moment vector has an orien-
tation between   and     . Only the component of the dipole moment lying parallel to 
the direction of the outer electric field contributes to the polarization. For interaction ener-
gies smaller than the thermal energy (      ), the above expression is simplified to: 
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〈 〉  
  
    
           (3.14) 
 
Inserting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.12) yields 
 
    
  
    
 
 
        (3.15) 
 
Further, using Eq. (3.7), the contribution of the orientational polarization to the dielectric 
function can be calculated as 
 
      
 
   
  
   
 
 
       (3.16) 
 
where 
0
lim ( )S

  

  while lim ( )

  

  covers all contributions to the dielectric func-
tion which are due to electronic and atomic polarization    in the optical frequency range. 
If a term corresponding to the orientational polarization is included to Eq. (3.11), the De-
bye-formula is obtained:  
 
    
    
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
*  
  
    
+      (3.17) 
 
Onsager [186] developed a reaction theory that provides an extension to the Debye-
formula to account for polar molecules by considering the enhancement of the permanent 
dipole moment μ of a molecule by the polarization of the environment (reaction field). 
Considering a test dipole in a spherical cavity, Onsager obtained 
 
      
 
   
 
 
  
   
        (3.18) 
 
with 
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       (3.19) 
 
For polar associating liquids, the Onsager formula (i.e., Eq. (3.19)) fails because static ori-
entation correlations (e.g. hydrogen bonding, steric interactions etc.) between molecules 
are not considered in its derivation. Hence the equation does not deliver correct values for 
the dipole moments for such liquids. This has been reconsidered by Kirkwood and Fröhlich 
[187,188] who introduced a correlation factor g in the Onsager formula:  
 
      
 
   
  
   
 
 
        (3.20) 
 
with 
 
   
 
   
〈∑    ∑    〉    
 
   
〈∑ ∑         〉  
          
 
  
  (3.21) 
 
Here,           
  is the effective dipole moment when interactions are considered, and the 
angle brackets indicate the averaging over the whole system taking into account all interac-
tions. This formula was simplified by considering a region containing  ̃ molecules which 
are treated explicitly. The remaining    ̃ molecules (which are outside the region) are 
considered as an infinite continuum whose dielectric behaviour is characterized by   . In 
this case factor g is given by  
 
    
 
 ̃  
〈∑ ∑        
 ̃
   〉      (3.22) 
 
The accuracy of this method can be improved by making  ̃ as large as needed. A first ap-
proach to calculate g is to take into account only the nearest neighbours of a selected test 
dipole. In that case, g is approximated by 
 
     〈    〉       (3.23) 
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where z is the coordination number and   is the angle between the test dipole and a neigh-
bour.  
 
3.4.1.2 Dielectric relaxation  
 
When a dielectric material is perturbed by a time dependent external electric field      
    , its response is the polarization          . For an isotropic system, the linear re-
sponse theory provides that 
 
           ∫      
  
  (  )
   
   
 
  
    (3.24) 
 
where      is the time dependent dielectric function and    covers all contributions aris-
ing from induced polarization. Eq. (3.24) is based solely on linearity and causality, that is, 
the assumption of the facts that the response of the system to two disturbances is the sum 
of the two single reactions, and that only disturbances in the past are responsible for the re-
sponse at time t, respectively.  If a stationary periodic disturbance         
            is applied to the system (where   is the angular frequency), Eq. (3.24) be-
comes 
 
            
                   (3.25) 
 
where                     is the complex dielectric function,       and        are, 
respectively, proportional to the energy stored reversibly in the system per period and the 
energy which is dissipated per period.       is related to      by  
 
                       ∫
     
  
           
 
 
  (3.26) 
 
Eq. (3.26) is a full imaginary Laplace transformation; consequently, the real and the imagi-
nary part of the complex dielectric function are related to each other by the Kramers-
Kronig relations [189]: 
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          [ 
     ]  
 
 
∮
      
   
      (3.27a) 
and  
 
         [        ]   
 
 
∮
        
   
     (3.27b) 
 
The function  [  ] denotes the Hilbert transformation. Eq. (3.27) means that both       
and        carry the same information, at least from an experimental point of view. The 
dielectric strength    can be obtained directly by integrating the imaginary part:  
 
         
 
 
∫            
 
 
     (3.28) 
 
Figure 3.13 is a scheme showing how – generally – the complex dielectric function de-
pends on frequency in the spectral range covered by BDS (and optical spectroscopy). On 
the low frequency side, the first two peaks observed in dielectric loss       , and the corre-
sponding steps in      , are related to relaxation processes whose origin is the microscopic 
fluctuations of permanent dipole moments in an external electric field. The contribution to 
the dielectric function displayed at frequencies above 1 THz is that of induced polarization.  
 
As a result of stochastic thermal motions, thermodynamic quantities such as polarization 
fluctuate about their mean values. The fluctuation-dissipation theory advanced by Callen 
and Welton [190] provides the relationship between the response of a system to an external 
perturbation and the dipole thermal fluctuations in equilibrium. In the stationary state, the 
autocorrelation function,     , of the polarization is given by:  
 
     
〈          〉
〈      〉
       (3.29) 
 
For classical systems,     is expressed as 
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       (3.30) 
 
Eq. (3.30) – in the framework of the linear response theory – relates the dielectric function, 
as the macroscopic response occasioned by a small (linear) external excitation, to the po-
larization in equilibrium. 
 
 
Figure 3.13. A schematic representation of the frequency-dependence of the real and im-
aginary parts of the complex dielectric permittivity,   . Adapted from [12] with permis-
sion. 
 
3.4.1.3 Debye relaxation  
The most simplified ansatz – neglecting inertia effects and the interactions with neighbour-
ing molecules – to calculate the time dependence of dielectric response is the assumption 
that the change of polarization is proportional to its actual value [191] so that  
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           (3.31) 
 
where   is a characteristic relaxation time. Solving eq. (3.31), one obtains 
 
               ⁄         (3.32) 
 
which leads to an exponential decay for the correlation function 
 
           ⁄         (3.33) 
 
Eq. (3.33) does not fulfil the conditions demanded for a correlation function when t →0, 
and therefore, for short times, it should be replaced by other mathematical relationships, 
e.g., a Gaussian function. According to Eq. (3.26), the complex dielectric permittivity as a 
function of frequency can be obtained from the Fourier Transformation of the correspond-
ing time-dependent function. Therefore for       one obtains the Debye equation: 
 
         
  
      
       (3.34) 
 
whose real and imaginary parts are expressed as: 
 
         
  
      
        (3.35) 
 
       
     
      
        (3.36) 
 
Figure 3.14 exemplifies the Debye equation with the following parameters:     , 
       and      
  . It is easy to notice that the maximum position of the peak in    ,  
as well as the mid-point in the step of     are located at a frequency given by      ⁄ . 
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Figure 3.14. Real    and imaginary part     of the complex dielectric permittivity as func-
tions of frequency for a Debye relaxation process. 
 
 
There are several molecular models which justify Eq. (3.33); these include the simple dou-
ble potential, the rotational diffusion, and the memory function models. A detailed discus-
sion is available in [12]. 
 
3.4.1.4 Non-Debye relaxation  
It is uncommon to observe – in real experiments – relaxation processes that can be fully 
described by the Debye function. Usually, the measured dielectric functions are much 
broader than predicted by Eq. (3.33) or Eq. (3.34), and very often, asymmetric.  The latter 
aspect means that the high frequency behaviour is more pronounced than the low frequen-
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cy one. This then is what is referred to in literature as non-Debye or non-ideal dielectric re-
laxation behaviour. Although one may choose to express non-Debye behaviour by a super-
position of several Debye functions with different relaxation times, this approach does not 
justify a molecular interpretation in accord with independent Debye-like relaxation pro-
cesses [192]. Such an interpretation might be strictly true for special types of molecular 
motions (e.g. local molecular motions) where the dielectric response may be argued to 
originate from a distribution of different environments. However, it fails for relaxation 
processes which have a cooperative nature. 
 
Several empirical model functions – most of which are generalizations of the Debye func-
tion – have been advanced to describe broadened and asymmetric loss peaks. These in-
clude the Cole-Cole (   
 ) [193], the Cole-Davidson (   
 ) [194] and Havriliak-Negami 
[195] (   
 ) functions. A broadened dielectric function is described by the Cole-Cole equa-
tion as: 
 
   
        
  
          
      (3.37) 
 
where       leads to a symmetrical broadening for the relaxation function compared 
to Eq. (3.34). For the case    , the Debye function is recovered.     
           is 
the Cole-Cole relaxation time (with   and    being the frequency and characteristic relax-
ation rate at maximum loss, respectively).  
 
The complex dielectric function may also show an asymmetric broadening as is the case 
for many liquids and low molecular-weight glass-formers. This is well-captured by the 
Cole-Davidson formula which reads 
 
   
        
  
          
      (3.38) 
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where the parameter   ( which satisfies the condition      ) describes an asymmetric 
broadening of the relaxation function for frequencies       ⁄ ,     being the Cole-
Davidson relaxation time. For     the Debye function is recovered again.  
 
The Havriliak-Negami model function – which is actually a combination of the Cole-Cole 
and Cole-Davidson equations – is more generalized and defines the complex dielectric re-
sponse as  
 
   
        
  
   [     ]   
     (3.39) 
 
where     is the Havriliak-Negami relaxation time. The real and the imaginary parts of 
Eq. (3.39) are: 
 
      
       
*                       (
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    (3.40) 
 
 
    
         
*                      (
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     (3.41) 
 
where  
 
        {
      
    (
  
 
)
            (
  
 
)
}     (3.42) 
 
The fractional parameters   and   describe, respectively, the symmetric and asymmetric 
broadening of the complex dielectric function, and satisfy the condition         .  
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Figure 3.15. The Havriliak-Negami function and its dependence on the parameters  ,  ,  
   and    . 
 
 
These parameters are also related to the asymptotic behaviour of the complex dielectric 
permittivity at low and high frequencies (with respect to the position of maximum loss) by: 
 
    
        and           for       ,   (3.43) 
 
          
    and             for       .  (3.44) 
            
The position of maximum loss,      is related to     by: 
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        [
   (
   
    
)
   (
  
    
)
]
  ⁄
      (3.45) 
 
Figure 3.15 illustrates the shape of the HN model function in dependence on the four pa-
rameters  ,  ,     and    . 
     
3.4.1.5 Dielectric data in the time domain 
 
Dielectric relaxation measurements of materials are predominantly carried out in alternat-
ing fields, i.e., the frequency domain. However, some investigations demand measure-
ments at very low frequencies (    Hz); it turns out that classical alternating current 
methods are very slow in the frequency range below 1 Hz, and that in this range too, the 
dielectric loss becomes dominated by the conductivity of the sample. For these reasons, it 
is preferable to study the dielectric response in the time domain by measuring the depolari-
zation current      after switching off the electric field at    .       is related to the time 
dependent dielectric permittivity      by 
 
         
     
  
      (3.46) 
 
where    and    are, respectively, the geometric capacitance of the sample, and the height 
of the applied step voltage. Within the framework of the linear response theory,        ⁄  
is related to       by [196]: 
 
     
  
    [      
 
 
∫ [        ] 
     
 
 
   (3.47) 
 
One can therefore describe non-Debye relaxation in the time domain by using a function 
obtained from the inverse Laplace transformation of the Havriliak-Negami equation, which 
reads:  
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∫
  
[        ] 
      
 
 
      (3.48) 
 
Eq. (3.48) – a model function with four fit parameters – cannot be analytically solved; 
however, a numerical evaluation has been presented by Schönhals [197]. 
 
Alternatively, time-domain non-Debye relaxation can be described by the empirical Kohl-
rausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) [15] function: 
 
          [     ( 
 
    
)
    
]     (3.49) 
or  
 
     
  
   (
 
    
)
 
        
    
   ( 
 
    
)
    
    (3.50) 
 
 
where the stretched exponential parameter      accounts for the asymmetric broadening 
of      at shorter times compared to an exponential decay (i.e.       ), and      is 
the corresponding relaxation time.  
 
3.4.1.6 Conductivity contribution  
 
In many cases, dielectric materials have a non-negligible electrical conductivity arising 
from mobile charge carriers, that is, the translational diffusion of electrons, ions or holes. 
As a result, a current density j builds up in the material, which according to Ohm’s law, is 
written as         , where                     is the complex conductivity. Ap-
plying Maxwell’s equation for current density (Eq. (3.2)), one obtains: 
 
           
           (3.51) 
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which can be separated into: 
 
          
            (3.52) 
 
           
           (3.53) 
 
For pure electronic conduction, there is no contribution to the real part of the complex 
permittivity while             ⁄ , where   is the dc-conductivity. Because of phenom-
ena like electrode- or Maxwell-Wagner-polarization arising due to ionic charge carriers, 
the relation          ⁄  does not hold anymore, but instead           ⁄ , with s being 
less than unity. The total dielectric loss is therefore a sum of two terms: a conductivity 
term and another containing the contribution of all dipolar relaxation processes: 
 
       
   
    
 ∑    [
   
{  (     
 
)
  
}
  
]     (3.54) 
 
where a is a factor having the dimensionality of    ⁄ .  
 
3.4.1.7 The distribution of relaxation times  
 
The characteristic frequencies or times which contribute to the measured dielectric re-
sponse can also be expressed in terms of the relaxation time distribution       . For De-
bye-relaxations, the complex dielectric function is related to        by 
 
           ∫
      
     
    
 
  
     (3.55) 
 
with        fulfilling the normalization condition: ∫              
 
  
. 
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For non-Debye relaxations, the function        can be analytically derived from the Cole-
Cole, Cole-Davidson, Havriliak-Negami or Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts functions expres-
sions. The last two which are the most commonly used, respectively, provide that [12,198]: 
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  ⁄      (3.56) 
 
where   
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∫                    [           ]  
 
 
  (3.57) 
 
with   (
  
    
)
    
 
 
3.4.1.8 BDS – Summary 
 
In conclusion, broadband dielectric spectroscopy – the main experimental technique for the 
current work – measures the molecular dynamics (and charge transport) of polar materials 
in a wide frequency range. One of the most important applications of dielectric spectrosco-
py is its use for investigating relaxation processes which are due to rotational fluctuations 
of molecular dipoles. Since these are related to characteristic parts of the molecule (e.g. 
functional groups) or to the whole molecule, a wealth of information about the dynamics of 
the molecular ensemble is obtained by analysing the dielectric function. The essential 
quantities which characterize a dielectric relaxation process are: the frequency of maximal 
loss (which is related to the characteristic relaxation time of the fluctuating dipoles); the 
shape of the loss peak (from which the distribution of the relaxations times can be de-
duced) and the dielectric strength of the relaxation process (which is a measure of the 
number density of fluctuating units). 
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3.4.2 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) 
 
Ellipsometry is a very sensitive, non-destructive and indirect measurement technique that 
uses polarized light to characterize thin films, surfaces, and material microstructure. Usual-
ly, the polarization of light changes upon reflection; these changes are measured by an el-
lipsometer and interpreted on the basis of model calculations. The change in the state of 
polarization is a direct consequence of interference within the system. It is captured by the 
so-called ellipsometric angles   and  . In this section, a brief review of the basic theory 
[199,200] underlying ellipsometry is presented.  
 
The complex refractive index         is related to the dielectric function   of a mate-
rial by 
 
              (3.58) 
 
so that (using Eq. (3.6)) the real and imaginary parts can be expressed as: 
 
                (3.59a) 
               (3.59b) 
 
where n is the real index of refraction while k is the extinction coefficient of the medium. If 
the propagation direction of an electromagnetic wave is chosen to be the z-axis of a Carte-
sian coordinate system, then the electric field of the electromagnetic plane can be written 
as  
 
          
*    (
 
 
  )+
      (3.60) 
 
where c is the velocity of propagation of plane waves and    is a complex vector in the x-y 
plane whose components, in general, have amplitude and phase terms to represent a polar-
ized electromagnetic plane wave of angular frequency  . Taking x and y to be orthogonal 
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vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system,    – which determines the polarization state of 
the wave in the x-y plane – can be expressed as  
 
       
           
(   )      (3.61) 
 
where    and     represent the absolute phases of the electric field components    and   , 
respectively, at     and    .  
 
Figure 3.16. A schematic representation of the electric field vector trajectory         for 
an elliptically polarized light wave. For a given     , E traces out an ellipse over time. 
The sense of rotation determines whether the wave exhibits left or right polarization. Q is 
the tilt angle between the ellipse major axis a and the x-axis, measured in a couterclock-
wise-positive sense while facing the source of the light beam.   is the ellipticity angle giv-
en by tan
-1
 (b/a). 
 
 
In its most general progression, the electric field of a plane wave of light propagating along 
the z-direction, as given by Eqs. (3.59) and (3.61), traces out an ellipse in the x-y plane as a 
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function of time t, at a fixed point in space,      as sketched in Figure 3.16. The two 
special cases of polarization are: (i) linear polarization with       , and (ii) circular po-
larization where         ⁄  and        . The most general polarization state can 
be described by an ellipse having the tilt angle                between its major ax-
is and the x-axis, and the ellipticity angle determined by the ratio   (      [  ⁄ ]) of the 
minor axis, b,  to the major axis, a. This ratio lies in the range           . 
 
By convention in ellipsometry, the arbitrary orthogonal coordinates x-y are redefined to 
those based on the plane of incidence in a (non-normal) reflection experiment. The electric 
field, conventionally as well, is resolved into p- and s-components, parallel and perpendic-
ular, respectively, to the plane of incidence, as shown in Figure 3.17. Hence, in this p-s co-
ordinate system, the effect of a specularly reflecting surface on an incident plane electro-
magnetic wave can be described by the complex amplitude whose reflection coefficients 
are defined as:  
 
 
   |  | 
(   )  
  
 
  
        (3.62) 
 
   |  | 
      
  
 
  
        (3.63) 
 
where E and   represent the complex electric field components and the phase shifts due to 
reflection, respectively. The superscripts i and r denote the incident and reflected fields of 
the corresponding waves. In reflection ellipsometry, the ratios of the p and s reflection co-
efficients are of interest rather than their absolute values. Thus, the complex amplitude re-
flection ratio   
  is defined as: 
 
  
  
  
  
 
|  |
|  |
   [ (     )]     (3.64) 
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Figure 3.17. A schematic representation of the plane of incidence showing the propagation 
vectors (incident), (transmitted) and reflected. This scheme demonstrates the definition of 
p- and s-polarized waves. 
 
 
The complex quantity   
  can be described in terms of the well-known ellipsometric angles 
(   ) which define the relative (p-to-s) field amplitude ratio (    ) and the phase shift 
difference ( ) between the p and s waves: 
 
  
                    (3.65) 
 
where 
     
|  |
|  |
 and        . 
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3.4.3 AC-Chip Calorimetry (ACC) 
 
Conventional Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) – until recently, an experimental 
tool limited to bulk samples – has been extended (especially by the Groups of Prof. Allen 
[83,84,201] and Prof. Schick [92–94]) to make it a very sensitive technique capable of 
measuring a few nanograms of matter, and hence suitable for investigations of confined 
systems. Differential AC-chip calorimetry, one of the several variants of approaches now 
developed - is based on the thermal behaviour of a single sensor under non-adiabatic con-
ditions. For this, the apparent heat capacity is given by 
 
       
  
    
       (3.66) 
 
where    is the amplitude of the applied power at the frequency   and    is the complex 
amplitude of the temperature modulation. If one considers a chip calorimeter based on a 
thin (so thin that heat transfer through the gas is dominant, and lateral transfer through the 
membrane can be ignored in a first approximation) membrane in a gas surrounding, then 
the heat flux through the system can be solved  to get the temperature modulation ampli-
tude of the heated membrane as: 
 
      
  
         
       (3.67) 
 
where   is the total heat capacity of the sample with the addenda,              is the 
heat exchange coefficient,    being the radius of the heated area (which is small compared 
to the lateral dimension of the membrane, and the distance from the heater to the nearest 
boundary), and    the thermal conductivity of the gas. Using Eqs. (3.66) and (3.67), one 
finds that 
 
      
   
  
 .       (3.68) 
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The second term is Eq. (3.68) describes the heat loss through the surrounding gas medium. 
Further contributions to     can be determined as proven in [92]. In terms of measured 
quantities, the heat capacity of the sample,   , for the non-ideally symmetric system is giv-
en by 
 
   [      ]
           ̃
 
   
     (3.69) 
 
where   is the voltage amplitude at the thermopile;     and    are, respectively, the dif-
ferential thermopile signals for two empty sensors, and for the case with the sample; the 
factor          accounts for the difference between the measured temperature and the ac-
tual temperature of the sample because of the distance between the heater and the thermo-
pile; and   is the thermopile sensitivity. The sensitivity of the thermopile and the heat ex-
change coefficient     are obtained simultaneously for any fixed temperature from 
frequency-dependent measurements.  
 
In the current measurements, the differential AC calorimeter is based on a commercially 
available pressure gauge (Xensor Integrations) (see Figure 3.18a). A small heater – around 
which are arranged six hot junctions of a thermopile – is placed in the centre of a free-
standing 0.5-µm-thick. For protection, the heater, thermopile and conducting stripes are 
covered by 0.7-µm silicon oxide layer. The sample (a polymer layer) is spread over the 
whole sensor by spin coating. Figure 3.18b shows a scheme of the electrical setup of the 
device. The heaters on the chips are driven by an alternating current at frequency   ⁄  
from the oscillator of the lock-in amplifier, resulting in an oscillating power with frequency 
 . The amplitude and phase of the resulting oscillating temperature (with frequency  ) is 
measured with the thermopile using a digital lock-in amplifier. The oscillator voltage is 
applied to the two sensors and a known constant resistor R in series. The applied power is 
then calculated from the voltage over R (measured by a digital multimeter) taking the oscil-
lator voltage and its internal resistance into account. All measurements were carried out in 
a dry nitrogen atmosphere. 
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Figure 3.18. (a) The Chip sensor for the AC calorimeter. Picture (i) shows the thermal 
conductive vacuum gauge from Xensor Integrations; (ii) is a magnified centre area of the 
membrane which has a heater and four hot junctions of the thermopile (bright squares); 
(iii) the chip sensors mounted in the differential setup. (b) Schematic representation of the 
electric setup. Using the internal generator of the lock-in amplifier results in better phase 
stability. The differential signal A–B of the thermopiles is analyzed and further processed. 
The voltage over the known resistor R is measured with a digital multimeter (DMM) in or-
der to calculate heater power. Adopted from [92] with permission. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 shows exemplary data for a 100-nm cis-polyisoprene (Mw = 53 000 g/mol) thin 
layer measured isothermally at a frequency of 160 Hz, and how the dynamic glass transi-
tion temperature is obtained. 
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Figure 3.19. Temperature dependence of the thermopile signal and the (corrected) phase 
angle as measured at a frequency of 160 Hz for a 100-nm-thin cis-polyisoprene layer. The 
measurement was carried out a heating rate of 1 K/min. The dynamic glass transition tem-
perature is obtained as the peak maximum in the phase, or the half-step in the thermopile 
signal (indicated by the vertical dashed line). Adopted from [146] with permission. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
In this chapter, the dielectric properties of a low-molecular weight and several polymeric 
glass formers – under conditions of confinement – are investigated in broad frequency and 
temperature ranges. The main techniques utilized are Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy, 
Spectroscopic vis-Ellipsometry, chip AC Calorimetry and Differential Scanning Calorime-
try. Additionally, Atomic Force Microscopy is employed to check the surface topography 
and determine layer thickness – the major variable parameter in these investigations – for 
all studied samples. Both qualitative and quantitative understanding of the observed effects 
arising from confinement is presented. Glassy as well as chain dynamics are analyzed with 
reference to the behaviour in the corresponding unperturbed bulk system, and discussed in 
the context of the on-going worldwide debate on dynamics in confinement. 
 
 
4.1 Effect of sample geometry on the measured dynamics  
4.1.1  Introduction 
In order to investigate matter by means of Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy, one has to 
assemble the sample of interest as part of a capacitor, with the immediate consequence be-
ing that the material being probed comes in contact with the electrodes. For thin films, 
when the nanometric length scale is approached, this becomes a technologically demand-
ing task. The conventional approach to solving this problem involves sandwiching the thin 
layer between two evaporated (and conductive) metal electrodes (Fig.3.1). This is a fairly 
simple procedure and has been used by the majority of researchers in this field [e.g., 1–4].  
It must, however, be noted that the evaporation of a metal involves emission of great 
amounts of thermal energy; the possibility that this energy may harm the chemical struc-
ture of the soft matter (e.g. polymer) under study is real, but not substantively investigated. 
Besides, the evaporated metal electrodes penetrate the surface of the polymer layer to some 
extent, thereby causing electrical short cuts if the polymer layer falls below a certain thick-
ness (typically ~10 nm). Recently, a new approach to assembling the capacitor for dielec-
tric investigations was developed [181,202]; it entails the use of ultra-flat highly conduc-
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tive silicon wafers with insulating silica nano-pillars employed as spacers (Fig. 3.2). Im-
portantly, this technique circumvents the need for evaporating metal electrodes, and – giv-
en the free (upper) interface – makes it possible to study ultra-thin films, or even isolated 
polymer chains. For simplicity, the first approach is referred to as “capped” while the se-
cond one is “uncapped”. In this Section, polystyrene (PS) thin layers are studied in both 
geometries, and straight-forward comparisons, calculations2 and discussions made to 
vividly unravel the effect of sample geometry on the measured (total) dielectric response. 
 
4.1.2  Experimental details 
 
Atactic polystyrene (PS-300) (molecular weight MW = 319 kg/mol, with a polydispersity 
index of 1.05) and toluene (Sigma-Aldrich; purity  99.8%; used as solvent), were pur-
chased, respectively, from Scientific Polymer Products and Sigma-Aldrich, and used as re-
ceived. Thins films were prepared by spin-casting the solutions at a constant rate of 3000 
rpm, while the thickness was systematically scaled down by reducing the concentration of 
polystyrene in toluene. All solutions were filtered through the 200-nm pores of polytetra-
fluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes (Merck Millipore). The substrates for the capped and 
uncapped geometries were cleaned as described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. For both ge-
ometries, the films were always annealed at 425 K (   
        ) for at least 24 h in a 
high oil-free vacuum (10
−6
 mbar) before dielectric measurements, to avoid effects of re-
maining solvent. Dielectric measurements were carried out using an Andeen-Hagerling 
2700A impedance bridge which has an accuracy of ≤ 10−5 in        , corresponding to an 
error in the dielectric loss,       
  , smaller than the symbol size in all presentations. For the 
temperature regulation, a Quatro System (Novocontrol) was applied ensuring a relative er-
ror of ≤ 0.1 K and an absolute error of less than 2 K. 
 
                                                 
2 First calculations were performed by Dipl. Phys. Martin Treß in a joint project on polystyrene in confine-
ment. A detailed consideration is available in his PhD dissertation to be published in December 2014. 
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4.1.3  Results and discussion 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1. The dielectric loss,       
   of PS-300 layers (with thicknesses as indicated) 
measured in (a) the conventional geometry that employs evaporated metal electrodes (at 
1 kHz), and (c) a nanostructured electrode arrangement (at 0.8 kHz). Panels (b) and (d) 
display the same curves normalized with respect to the maximum loss values. (a) and (b) 
share a common legend, as do (c) and (d). Adapted from [69] with permission. 
 
In the frequency and temperature range studied by BDS, polystyrene exhibits a well-
resolved (α-) relaxation process assigned to the fluctuation of its structural units. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows the dielectric loss,       
  , as measured in both geometries. It is observed – as 
summarized in Figure 4.2 – that the α-relaxation remains unchanged in its mean relaxation 
rate for all studied layer thicknesses. However, the spectra reveal fundamental differences 
between the two geometries: for the capped arrangement, the measured dielectric response 
exhibits an increase in its relaxation strength,   , when the layer thickness is decreased 
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from 45 to 6 nm (Fig. 4.1a). This contrasts sharply with what is observed for the uncapped 
geometry where the dielectric strength falls with decreasing sample thickness – a phenom-
enon which is expected because the volume of PS in the capacitor reduces as well. Another 
difference is clearly portrayed by the normalized plots: while the data obtained using evap-
orated electrodes undergoes dramatic broadening with reducing layer thickness, that from 
the nanostructured electrode arrangement remains unchanged. For the latter case, Fig-
ure 4.1d actually shows coinciding curves for all investigated thicknesses. 
 
It is therefore important to note that although the same material is studied, differences oc-
cur in the measured response in dependence on the measurement geometry employed. This 
is why it is necessary to treat the measured function as       
   since it, no doubt, contains 
several contributions, all of which are not necessarily related to the polystyrene. For in-
stance, apart from the interfacial layers which may have reduced or broadened dynamics, 
oxide layers can also cause the broadening of relaxation peak, or, depending on the dielec-
tric strength of the sample under study, even shift the measured mean relaxation time 
[203].  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Thickness-dependence of the dielectrically determined characteristic tempera-
ture,   , for the conventional geometry (at 1 kHz) and for the preparation with nanostruc-
tured electrodes (at 0.8 kHz). Adapted from [69] with permission. 
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In order to explain these differences in the measured dielectric response, a layer model 
[203,204] is employed, taking into account all (major) possible contributions. Figure 4.3 
provides a scheme of the layers expected to play a significant role for both geometries; the-
se are, the PS layer (assumed to be all bulk-like), native alumina and the aluminium elec-
trode for the capped geometry, and PS, native silica, silicon and an air gap for the novel 
approach.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.3. A scheme of the layered arrangement assumed for modelling the dielectric re-
sults in the (i) capped and (ii) uncapped geometries. The specific thickness values of the 
oxide layers and their respective complex dielectric function (          ) are specified 
in the text.  Adapted from [69] with permission. 
 
The oxide layers are treated as being dielectrically dead in the sense that they do not show 
relaxation processes, but instead have constant dielectric loss; their contributions are there-
fore included as additional impedances. The measured dielectric loss for the capped and 
uncapped arrangements can then be modelled, respectively, as:  
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      (4.2) 
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where D,    ,       ,      , and     are the thickness values for the whole capacitor, the 
polystyrene (PS) layer, the aluminium oxide, silicon oxide and the air gap (AG), respec-
tively.  Their respective complex dielectric permittivities are given by    
 ,       
 ,      
  and 
   
 . A bulk-like dielectric function of the PS layers is modelled using the Havriliak-
Negami equation (Eq. 3.39) with parameters:       ,        ,        and   
    . 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Calculated dielectric loss       
   (PS thicknesses indicated) at a frequency of 
1 kHz considering sample geometries of (a) conventionally evaporated and (c) nanostruc-
tured electrodes.  For both cases, a PS layer having bulk-like dynamics is assumed, togeth-
er with oxide layers with properties as specified in the discussion. (b) and (d) display nor-
malized plots of the data in (a) an (c), respectively. Adapted from [69] with permission. 
 
 
Concerning the oxide layers, to the best of our knowledge only the properties of the bulk 
materials are known. Furthermore, in the case of alumina, the dielectric properties are sen-
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sitive to the type and amount of impurities; even small amounts of different elements can 
have a strong impact on the dielectric spectra [205]. Thus, the total dielectric functions 
      
   for both geometries, and different polymer layer thicknesses, were calculated assum-
ing appropriate bulk values for the real and imaginary parts (alumina:       
     , 
       
       [205] with a thickness of 3 nm [206] at each interface in the case of evapo-
rated electrodes; silica:      
   ,      
        of a thickness of 2 nm [207] at each inter-
face in the case of silicon wafers). The quoted values for SiO2 were obtained from dielec-
tric measurement of an evaporated 200-nm thick silica film. Figure 4.4 shows that this 
leads to qualitative agreement with the measured data since all features observed in Fig-
ure 4.1 are recovered. In an attempt to improve the model presented in Figure 4.3, note is 
taken of the fact that some studies (e.g. [143]) have shown evidence of immobilized poly-
mer layers at the solid-polymer interface(s). Figure 4.5 demonstrates – assuming a 0.5 nm-
thick immobilized PS layer (with        and         ) at the interfaces  – that indeed 
the calculation yields better results, although quantitative agreement is still not achieved.  
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Figure 4.5. Calculated dielectric loss       
   (PS thicknesses indicated) at a frequency of 
1 kHz considering metal oxide as well as immobilized polymer layers at the interfaces for 
the (a) capped and (c) uncapped geometries. Panels (b) and (d), respectively show normal-
ized plots of the data in (a) an (c).  
 
 
The following reasons are advanced to explain why a quantitative replication of the meas-
ured data is not realized: (i) The fact that, apart from the oxide and immobilized layers, one 
too has to consider that some polymer segments at the interface have slowed down dynam-
ics (compared to the bulk material) [147], and that this slow-down may have its own distri-
bution. Krutyeva et al. [208] suggest the existence of the so-called interphase – a region 
comprising chains which, although not in direct contact with the surface, are confined by 
virtue of their interaction with those immediately on the interface. (ii) For the nanostruc-
tured electrode arrangement, one interface is free. At such an interface, the works of Paeng 
et al. [106,107] find evidence of a surface layer with faster dynamics. Additionally, (iii) for 
this geometry, inaccuracies in the macroscopic (at extensions of ~4 nm) evenness are pre-
sent, implying a reduction in the precision with which the exact geometry is known. 
 
4.1.4  Summary 
 
Two geometries applied – for Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy – to study molecular dy-
namics in confinement have been substantively investigated. It is shown that the traditional 
approach where metal electrodes are evaporated, introduces an artificial broadening to the 
measured relaxation peaks. This view springs from the fact that the inclusion of metal ox-
ide and immobilized polymer layers in the calculation model reproduces – albeit qualita-
tively – the measured dielectric response for both geometries. It follows therefore that 
there’s an additional significant contribution for the case of evaporated electrodes which is 
not taken care of in the modeling. While the determination of the exact cause of the broad-
ening of the dielectric peaks requires further experimentation, it is clear that the analysis of 
data obtained using evaporated electrodes must always be done with care, especially when 
the dielectric strength has to be determined. The mean relaxation times obtained, however, 
are not affected and are therefore reliable. 
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4.2 Molecular dynamics of polystyrene in a wide range of molecu-
lar weights 
 
4.2.1  Introduction 
 
Polystyrene (PS) – due to its abundant availability and the fact that it has no propensity to 
crystallize – is the most studied polymer system in the field of dynamics in confinement. In 
order to provide answers to some of the questions that still remain open in this field, it is 
therefore important to investigate the same system further, because clear comparisons can 
be made with already reported data in literature. Three fundamental questions form the ba-
sis of the work reported in this Section: 1) How do dynamics in confinement depend on the 
size (molecular weight) of the molecules involved? 2) Do different experimental tech-
niques deliver coinciding results? 3) What could be the possible reasons for the disparities 
in the reported results on polystyrene? Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) is there-
fore combined with spectroscopic vis-ellipsometry (SE)3 to study the glassy dynamics of 
confined PS in the molecular weight range                      g/mol. In addi-
tion, complementary experiments employing X-ray reflectrometry (XRR), AC calorimetry 
(ACC) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) are reported.  
4.2.2  Experimental details 
 
Six different samples of atactic polystyrene (purchased from Polymer Standards Service 
GmbH) with varying molecular weights and polydispersity indices (Table 4.1) were stud-
ied by BDS and SE. Highly polished (monocrystal 100) silicon wafers (purchased from 
microFab and www.University-Wafer.com for BDS and SE, respectively) with a native ox-
ide layer of about 2 nm were used as substrates for film preparation. Glass (microscope) 
slides (Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG) were also used as substrates in some of the BDS 
measurements. Toluene (99.9% pure) and acetone (99.8% pure) were used as solvents for 
film preparation and cleaning purposes, respectively, and were obtained from Sigma-
                                                 
3 SE and XRR measurements were carried out at the Leibniz Institute for Polymer Research (IPF), Dresden, 
Germany by Michael Erber and Jan Müller, respectively, in a joint research project between the Groups of 
Professors B. Voit (IPF) and F. Kremer (Universität Leipzig).  
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Aldrich GmbH. Except for filtering  (Millex syringe filters, PTFE membrane with 0.2 μm 
pore size) of the solutions before spin-casting, the polymer materials and solvents were 
used as received without further purification.  
 
Table 4.1. Characteristics of PS samples studied in this work 
Sample Mw 
(kg/mol) 
Mw/Mn Rg 
(nm)
a 
 
PS-30 
PS-60 
PS-300 
PS-700 
PS-1 000 
PS-10 000 
       27.5 
       58.9 
   319 
   749 
1 103 
8 090 
1.03 
1.01 
1.05 
1.10 
1.14 
1.17 
4.6 
6.7 
15.7 
24.0 
29.1 
78.8 
a
Radii of gyration in   solvent were calculated according to [209]. 
 
Regarding BDS measurements, the two sample geometries discussed in Section 4.1 were 
used. In both cases, the films were always annealed at 430 K (i.e.,       K) for at least 
24 h in oil-free high vacuum (10
-6
 mbar) before dielectric measurements. For ellipsometric 
measurements, an alkaline cleaning procedure was used for purifying the silicon substrate 
surfaces. First, the wafers were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of CH2Cl2 at room tempera-
ture for 15 min. Then, they were transferred to an alkaline hydroperoxide solution consist-
ing of Millipore water, resistivity  18 MΩ cm, H2O2 (30%) and NH3 (25%) in the ratio 
20:1:0.2 for 20 min at 354 K. Thereafter, the wafers were carefully rinsed by Millipore wa-
ter, dried by argon flow, and directly used. The layers (for both BDS and SE studies) were 
deposited by spin-casting at 3000 rpm for 20 s and their thicknesses adjusted by varying 
the toluene-polystyrene concentration. Thickness determination was achieved by means of 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and found to be within a variability of ±10% for layers 
down to ∼20 nm and up to ±20% for thinner samples. 
 
Dielectric measurements were carried out using an Andeen-Hagerling impedance bridge; a 
Quatro temperature controller (Novocontrol Technologies) was used for temperature regu-
lation. Measurements were made in the frequency range 50 Hz-20 kHz at temperatures be-
tween 380 and 430 K. During measurement, samples were always kept in a pure nitrogen 
atmosphere. In a temperature representation of the dielectric spectra, the  -relaxation peak 
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for polystyrene is clearly seen in the temperature window mentioned above. Therefore, one 
is able to obtain the characteristic (maximum loss) temperature,   , at a chosen frequency, 
which effectively corresponds to the relaxation rate at this temperature. 
 
For spectroscopic vis-Ellipsometry, temperature dependent measurements were carried out 
at a fixed angle of incidence of 70° using a Multi Wavelength (370 –1680 nm) Rotating 
Compensator Ellipsometer (RCE) M2000VI (J. A. Woollam Co., Inc., USA) connected to 
a heat-cell (INSTEC Inc., USA). Both annealing (425K for at least 24 h) and measurement 
were performed under dry argon flow (AlphagazTM1, purity 99.999 %) and the latter done 
at a rate of 2 K/min without exposing the sample to ambient air. For this technique, the 
polystyrene layers were prepared on ultra-flat silicon wafers similar to those ones used in 
the BDS measurements. The layer thickness d and the refractive index n were fitted to the 
ellipsometric angles   and   in the entire wavelength range assuming an appropriate layer 
stack (Si/SiO2/Cauchy/ambient) as optical model. A Cauchy dispersion (k = 0) for the 
wavelength dependence of the polymer refractive index is assumed. The temperature posi-
tion of the discontinuity (“kink”) in either d or n is known to be the (ellipsometrically de-
termined) glass transition temperature Tg. However, in this study the second derivatives of 
interpolated curves of      and      (interpolation was done by applying a 9th order poly-
nomial fit) were used to determine Tg because a higher accuracy is thereby attained [210] 
although this interpolation introduces an error of ±2 K.  
 
4.2.3  Results and discussion 
 
Figure 4.6 shows the thickness-dependence of the dynamic glass transition for polystyrene 
layers prepared from different molecular weights in the capped geometry: PS-60, PS-300, 
and PS-1000 all measured at 1 kHz, and PS-700 (at 0.5 kHz). Similar data is presented for 
the uncapped geometry in Figure 4.7: PS-1 000 (at 0.24 kHz) and PS-10000 (at 1 kHz). 
Down to a thickness of 29 nm (PS-60), 6 nm (PS-300), 17 nm (PS-700), 11 nm (PS-1 000) 
and 9 nm (PS-10 000), no shifts in the dynamics glass transition are observed, as compared 
to bulk. As already shown in Section 4.1 (see Fig.4.1), the same observation is made for a 
polystyrene layer as thin as 4.8 nm (~0.3Rg). The high temperature wings (Fig. 4.6) are 
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conductivity contributions, while the apparent broadening of the loss peaks is mainly at-
tributed to the presence of oxide and immobilized layers at the interface.  
 
Ellipsometric measurements on PS for different molecular weights show clear discontinui-
ties in the determined temperature dependences of the layer thickness (Fig. 4.8a,b) due to 
the transition from the glassy to rubberlike state. Within error margins, no thickness de-
pendence of the (ellipsometrically determined) Tg is exhibited by PS layers down to ∼20 
nm for all the investigated molecular weights. Furthermore, X-ray reflectometry (XRR) 
was applied to measure thin layers (20-88 nm) of PS-300. In all investigated samples, the 
temperature dependence of the recorded layer thickness shows a distinct discontinuity in-
dicating the glass transition temperature (see Fig. 4.8c). The measurements reveal no 
thickness dependence of the Tg within error margins of ±3 K and coincide with the ellip-
sometrically determined Tg values as displayed in panel c of Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.6. Temperature dependence of the dielectric loss       
   for capped samples pre-
pared from four different molecular weights of PS (as indicated) with varying layer thick-
ness (also shown) as measured at 1 kHz (for PS-60, PS-300 and PS-1 000) and 0.5 kHz 
(PS-700). The graphs in (e)-(h) are normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value in the corre-
sponding raw data (a)-(d).   
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Figure 4.7. Temperature dependence of the dielectric loss       
  for uncapped samples pre-
pared from two molecular weights (indicated) with reducing layer thickness (also shown) 
as measured at 0.24 kHz (for PS-1 000 (a)) and 1 kHz (PS-10 000 (c)). (b) and (d) are the 
corresponding normalized (w.r.t. the maximum loss) plots. Adapted from [70] with per-
mission. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 presents the relaxation map as obtained from the results of several experimental 
techniques. Here, the mean relaxation rate is plotted against inverse temperature for a se-
lected set of the investigated samples. It is evident that – over a range of more than 2 dec-
ades of relaxation rate – both sample geometries employed in the BDS experiments deliver 
coinciding results which are in full accord with AC calorimetric measurements. No devia-
tion from bulk-like glassy dynamics in PS layers down to 5 nm is revealed in these meas-
urements. Further, ellipsometry and X-ray reflectometry deliver coinciding Tg values 
which are in good agreement with the DSC measurements and the dielectrically-
determined Tg (obtained by extrapolating VFT fits to the BDS data to a time of 100 s).  
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Figure 4.8. The ellipsometrically determined temperature dependence of the layer thick-
ness of PS films (initial thicknesses as indicated) normalized w.r.t. the layer thickness at 
300 K (a). The second derivative of each curve was used for determination of the kink po-
sition (b). Panel (c) shows the temperature dependence of normalized thickness       of 
PS-300 layers (with indicated thicknesses) as measured by XRR. The dashed lines are line-
ar fits to the data in the glassy and rubbery state for the 35 nm thin sample. Their intersec-
tion point is the glass transition temperature,   . Adapted from [69,70] with permission. 
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Figure 4.9. The activation map showing the mean relaxation times (as functions of inverse 
temperature) of a selected set of measurements as determined by various experimental 
techniques for different layer thicknesses, as indicated. Within the error margins, the 
measurements carried out by BDS (in capped and uncapped geometries) (squares), AC 
calorimetry (hexagons), and DSC (triangles) coincide. Additionally, VFT fits to the data 
for two PS-60 samples having thicknesses of 169 nm (solid line) and 37 nm (dashed line) 
are plotted. The inset displays the Mw-dependence of    as measured at 1 kHz by BDS and 
AC calorimetry as well    as determined SE, XRR, and DSC for bulk-like samples. The 
dotted and dash-dotted lines at 400 and 373 K, respectively, serve only as guides to the 
eye. Adapted from [70] with permission. 
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In the inset of Figure 4.9,   (obtained at 1 kHz) and    values of bulk-like samples as de-
termined by the various experimental techniques are plotted as functions of molecular 
weight. Once again, the coincidence of BDS and ACC measurements, and an invariance of 
the characteristic temperatures with molecular weight are revealed. Similarly, the    values 
of the bulk as measured by ellipsometry, X-ray reflectometry, and DSC are in agreement, 
although the DSC results exhibit a    reduction (of ~5 K) with decreasing molecular 
weight.  
 
Figure 4.10 summarizes the experimental results for all the six molecular weights investi-
gated in this work. Here, the thickness dependencies for the temperature position of the  -
relaxation peak     (as measured by BDS at specified frequencies) and for    (as measured 
by SE) are shown. It is clear that changes in the dielectrically determined    and ellipso-
metrically determined    mostly lie within the error margins of ±1 and ±2 K, respectively, 
and never exceed ±3 K from the thickest (bulk-like) sample. However, it noteworthy that 
in four of the six investigated molecular weights (PS-60, PS-700, PS-1 000, and PS-
10 000), there are indications of thickness-dependent   values, though all lie within the er-
ror margins; as the layer thickness is reduced, the    tends to decrease (not randomly scat-
tered around the bulk value). This trend, however, is not observed in an intermediate mo-
lecular weight of 319 000 g/mol (PS-300) therefore forestalling a generalized conclusion. 
In summary, it is proven – for a wide range of molecular weights of polystyrene – that 
down to layer thicknesses of ~5 nm, alterations in the glassy dynamics do not exceed ±3 K.  
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Figure 4.10. Deviations (from the value of the thickest sample) of the characteristic tem-
perature    (BDS as measured at 1 kHz) or   (SE, ACC, DSC) in dependence on layer 
thickness for various molecular weights of polystyrene. Half-filled triangles, and half-filled 
circles represent data obtained from capped and uncapped samples, respectively; solid 
squares are    data from SE; the stars in (c) represent complementary data obtained by 
XRR. Error margins as big as ±1 K for BDS, ±2 K for SE, and ±2.5 K to ±3 K for XRR are 
indicated.   
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These results compare well  with some in literature [e.g., 21–26], but also differ sharply  
with others [e.g., 1,27–31]; in the latter case, thickness and Mw-dependent shifts in the 
glass transition temperature are reported. Since exactly the same polymer system is stud-
ied, one must raise the question: what is the reason for this discrepancy? It is now well 
known that the segmental dynamics of a polymer and hence the dynamic and calorimetric 
glass transition are influenced by a variety of factors: (i) remaining solvent acting as plasti-
cizer in the polymer causes a pronounced increase in the segmental mobility [214] (ii) 
physical aging [131,133] and (iii) chemical degradation [131] shift as well the dynamic 
glass transition. Evidently these factors play an especially important role in nanometric 
thin polymer layers as demonstrated in detail by Serghei and Kremer [138]. Perlich et al. 
[164] studied the solvent content in thin spin-coated PS homopolymer layers by neutron re-
flectrometry and found – in freshly prepared samples before annealing – a pronounced 
thickness and molecular weight dependence. They showed that annealing for 8 h in vacu-
um (10
-2
 mbar) at       K reduced the solvent content by only 1.0 vol % while a 3.2 vol 
% effect is registered for annealing at       K. Furthermore, an enrichment of solvent at 
the polymer/substrate interface was revealed. In view of these multiple parameters influ-
encing the dynamic glass transition, it is expected that details of the sample preparation 
play a significant role in the reported disparities.  
 
4.2.4  Summary 
Thin layers of polystyrene (in a wide molecular weight range of           
           g/mol) have been investigated using a multi-technique approach. It has been 
shown that the glassy dynamics and glass transition temperature remain within a margin of 
±3 K of the bulk value even when the system is confined to a layer thickness as small as  
~     . Where comparison of results is possible, it is proven that BDS, SE and XRR de-
liver results which are in quantitative agreement. Furthermore, no dependence on molecu-
lar weight is established. It is argued here that preparative details account for the diversity 
in the results reported on PS in the literature. An overview is presented in Chapter 5. 
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4.3 Molecular dynamics of itraconazole confined in thin support-
ed layers 
4.3.1  Introduction 
 
Thermotropic liquid crystals (LC) are a class of matter with properties intermediate be-
tween those of the crystalline and isotropic liquid state.  Liquids have maximal mobility 
and minimal (positional and translational) order while the reverse is true for crystals.  In 
LCs, aspects of both states co-exist, and mesomorphic phases develop with a competing in-
terplay between order and mobility. The most significant liquid crystalline structures are 
the smectic and nematic mesophases, the latter being the mesophase with the least order. In 
the nematic regime, molecules have all translational degrees of freedom and hence no long 
range positional order. Their long axes are favorably aligned with respect to a common 
unit vector n, the so-called nematic director. The degree of orientation [215] of the mole-
cules is described by an order parameter S, given by   〈       〉  ⁄ , where   is the 
angle between the director n and the direction of the long axis of the molecule; the brackets 
denote statistical averaging. It is easy to see that for a fully aligned LC phase,    . The 
aspect of mobility presents the opportunity to modify the orientations of the molecules by 
use of external electric (or magnetic) fields. Consequently, broadband dielectric spectros-
copy is a versatile tool to study LCs. Liquid crystalline properties arise due to the anisotro-
py in the shape of the molecules; most of them have a rod-like unit in their structure, alt-
hough bent-shaped and disc-like units in molecules are also known to give rise to liquid 
crystalline properties [216].  Since LCs are anisotropic systems, their dielectric properties 
are anisotropic as well, and the complex dielectric function       – where   is the angular 
frequency – is given by a tensor. This tensor, in the case of uniaxial nematic phases, has 
two components   
  and   
  parallel and normal, respectively, to the nematic director.  For a 
detailed discussion of the theory of dielectric relaxations in LCs, the reader is referred to 
other publications [12,217–219]. Briefly described, the starting point is the fact that the 
molecular dipole moment vector of a mesogenic unit has two components, one oriented 
longitudinal and the other transverse to its long axis. The dielectric response arises from 
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correlation functions of the polarization fluctuations parallel and normal to the nematic di-
rector. In this semi-microscopic framework, the measured dielectric function parallel 
  
     and normal   
     to the director has different weighted sums of four underlying re-
laxation modes depending on the macroscopic orientation of the sample. The relaxation 
mode with the lowest frequency is due to rotational fluctuations of the molecule around its 
short axis, and it determines   
    . This process is called the -relaxation [220–224]. The 
remaining three relaxations – different tumbling fluctuations of the molecules about their 
long axis – have nearly the same relaxation rate and may form one broad relaxation pro-
cess, which is related to   
    . This tumbling mode is located at higher frequencies than 
the  process. While there has been controversy concerning which of these two processes 
is responsible for glassy dynamics in glass-forming LCs, recent experiments [222,225] 
have helped identify the tumbling mode as being the underlying process. A comparison be-
tween BDS data in the present work and temperature modulated DSC data published else-
where [226] (see activation plots) confirms this finding for itraconazole. Therefore the lat-
ter process can simply be referred to as the -process, akin to the structural relaxation 
process in conventional glass formers. 
 
Itraconazole, the triazole derivative studied in this work, is an active pharmaceutical ingre-
dient (API) with rod-like structure and is known to have antifungal activity [227]. Apart 
from the structural (α-) relaxation process, the bulk system exhibits a -process (at lower 
frequencies in the supercooled liquid) which is attributed to the flip-flop fluctuation of the 
molecule about its short axis [226]. Additionally, although a first glance at the molecule 
(Fig. 4.11a) does not reveal its liquid crystalline-like nature (absence of tail ends), DSC 
scans find two endothermic peaks that are recognizable as being connected to the for-
mation of nematic and Smectic A phases [226,228,229]. The temperatures at which these 
transitions occur are shifted to the lower side in confinement (Fig. 4.11b,c), a phenomenon 
that is well-established for confined LCs, at least as studied in nanopores [223,230–234]. 
In this study, the dynamics of itraconazole confined systematically in supported layers are 
followed down to a thickness of 6 nm.  
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4.3.2  Experimental details 
 
The sample material – Itraconazole (IUPAC Name: (2R,4S)-rel-1-(butan-2-yl)-4-{4-[4-(4-
{[(2R,4S)-2-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)-2-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl)-1,3-dioxolan-4-
yl]methoxy}phenyl)piperazin-1-yl]phenyl}-4,5-dihydro-1H-1,2,4-triazol-5-one), molecular 
formula: C35H38Cl2N8O4, Mw= 705.64 g/mol) was supplied by Sigma Aldrich with purity 
greater than 99%, and used without further purification. The starting material was com-
pletely crystalline with a melting point of 439 K, which agrees with what is reported in the 
literature (438-451 K) [228]. Its chemical structure is displayed in Figure 4.11a.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.11. The chemical structure of the itraconazole molecule showing its rod-like na-
ture (a). DSC thermograms obtained upon heating of (b) the bulk material, and (c) a 123-
nm-thick film over a wide temperature range covering the smectic A, nematic and isotropic 
regions. Two endothermic transitions associated with liquid crystalline ordering are ob-
served in both cases, but are shifted by ~5 K to lower temperatures in the thin film sample. 
Adapted from [235] with permission. 
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Thin films of itraconazole were prepared by spin-coating from an acetone (Sigma-Aldrich, 
purity  99.9%) solution at a rate of 3000 rpm. Different thicknesses were obtained by var-
ying the concentration of the mother solution: concentrations of 25, 15, 8, 5 and 1 mg/ml 
delivered films with thicknesses 123, 83, 46, 22 and 6 nm, respectively. These thicknesses 
were determined – with uncertainty of ± 2 nm – by   analyzing (Atomic Force Microscopy) 
AFM-generated height profiles of scratches made on the films. All solutions were filtered 
through polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes (Merck Millipore) having pores of di-
ameter 200 nm. The films – supported on highly conductive silicon wafers (root-mean-
square roughness 0.23 nm measured on a 1 µm
2
 scan area, specific resistivity < 3 mΩcm) 
with a 30-nm thermally oxidized layer – were then annealed at 380 K for 24 h in an oil-free 
high vacuum (10
-6
 mbar) before dielectric measurements. Nanostructured electrodes (see 
Section 3.2) were used to assemble the capacitors for dielectric measurements. Isobaric 
measurements of the dielectric permittivity                     at ambient pressure 
were performed using a high-resolution Alpha Analyzer (Novocontrol) over a frequency 
range from 1 to 3·10
6
 Hz. The measured function is denoted in all presentations as       
  , 
since it is the total response of the whole active capacitor. It has already been demonstrated 
that       
   still retains the shape and mean relaxation rate of the material under investiga-
tion [203], although the absolute dielectric strength (of the sample) cannot be determined, 
at least up to now, for this specific sample geometry.  Temperature control was executed 
by a Quattro System (Novocontrol) using a jet of dry nitrogen, thereby ensuring relative 
and absolute errors better than 0.1 and 2 K, respectively. The dielectric measurements were 
performed in the temperature range 330 - 386 K after first quenching the samples to the 
glassy state.   
 
4.3.3  Results and discussion 
 
To analyze the isothermal spectra of the dielectric loss, two Havriliak-Negami (HN) func-
tions [195] were used:   
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}       (4.3) 
 
where the first term accounts for the conductivity contribution,    is the permittivity of the 
unrelaxed medium,   and   are the shape parameters representing the symmetric and 
asymmetric broadening of the given relaxation peaks,    the dielectric strength,   the re-
laxation time, while       is the angular frequency of the applied field. 
 
Figure 4.12. Raw dielectric spectra: the imaginary part of the measured permittivity, 
      
  ', as a function of frequency for a 6-nm thin itraconazole layer (a). Panels (b), (c), (d) 
and (e) show the dielectric spectra (at 375 K [bulk] and 374 K [thin films] after subtraction 
of the conductivity contribution and the high-frequency wing; the dashed and dash-dotted 
lines, respectively, are HN-functions describing the  - and  -relaxation processes. Adopt-
ed from [235] with permission. 
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The measured dielectric response of the thin films in our set up includes some specious 
conductivity and resistance of the silicon electrodes which cause an increase in the dielec-
tric loss in the low and high frequency flanks, respectively. Figure 4.12a is representative 
data for a 6-nm thin layer, and shows the molecular processes together with the extra con-
tributions on the low and high frequency sides. These spectra show the structural (α-) re-
laxation process (due to precessing motions of the molecules), which underlies the dynam-
ic glass transition, and a shoulder between the α-process, and the conductivity contribution. 
This is a  -relaxation process – whose genesis is the flip-flop fluctuation of the itracona-
zole molecule about its short axis – clearly resolved after subtraction of the dc conductivity 
(see Fig. 4.12b-e).  In Figure 4.13, all the dielectric loss spectra (after subtraction of both 
the conductivity contribution and the high-frequency wing) for bulk itraconazole (panel a) 
and films of various thickness, i.e., 123, 83, 46, 21 and 6 nm (panels b to f) are presented. 
As evident from Figures 4.12 and 4.13, the two relaxation processes are present in both the 
bulk material and the thin layers. 
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Figure 4.13. Dielectric loss,     
  , (after subtraction of the conductivity contribution and 
the high-frequency wing) measured (in the uncapped geometry) above the glass transition 
temperature for the bulk material (panel a) and films of various thickness as indicated in 
panels (b) to (f). Adopted from [235] with permission. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 shows normalized dielectric loss spectra obtained for all examined samples at 
374, 354 and 342 K, that is, temperatures at which, respectively, isotropic, nematic and 
Smectic A mesophases are expected. In Figure 4.15, the evolution of the mean relaxation 
rate (for the two molecular processes) with temperature, as well as the film-thickness de-
pendence of the dielectrically-determined glass transition temperature, Tg, are presented. It 
is clearly observed that: (i) at a given temperature (in the nematic and isotropic phases), the 
structural relaxation peak is broadened (on the lower frequency side) for the thin layers 
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when comparison is made with bulk data (insets-Fig. 4.14a,b); (ii) there is a tendency (in 
the Smectic A phase) for the  -peak to narrow down with reducing layer thickness 
(Fig. 4.14c); (iii) the mean relaxation rate of the  -process (and hence the dynamic glass 
transition) remains bulk-like, within the limits of experimental uncertainty, independent of 
the layer thickness (Fig. 4.15); (iv) the  -relaxation exhibits a pronounced slowing down, 
for the confined molecules, as the LC is cooled towards the glass transition (Fig. 4.15a); 
and (v) while it is typical of LCs to have just one relaxation process above the clearing 
temperature [236], itraconazole has two (Fig. 4.15a). Each of these observations is rational-
ized in the following discussion. 
 
Concerning the broadening (at high temperatures) of the structural relaxation process with 
decreasing thickness, theoretical computations were performed to quantify the interaction 
between itraconazole and the silica substrate.  It is shown (Fig. 4.16) that hydrogen bonds – 
with an average length of about 2.05 Å – are formed between oxygen and OH units be-
longing to, respectively, the carbonyl moiety in itraconazole and silica surface layer. These 
are relatively strong interactions especially when kept in mind that, for instance, the aver-
age length of the hydrogen bond in water is ~1.96 Å [237]. It has been proven that such at-
tractive interactions lead to immobilization [143] of some of the molecules, hence intro-
ducing slower modes (which show up as a broadened peak on the long-time side) [147]. 
This also accounts for the fact that the phase transitions in a thin film (Fig. 4.11) have sup-
pressed peaks, and their respective temperatures are depressed by ~5 K. Given the immobi-
lization of some molecules in contact with the substrate, it follows that upon heating 
through the transition, only a fraction of the liquid-crystal material participates in the dis-
ordering. This aspect can be studied concisely by DSC on thin samples via analyzing the 
intensity of the transition peaks (not included in this thesis).   
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Figure 4.14. Dielectric spectra normalized with respect to the maximum of dielectric loss 
(    
  ) of the α-process at temperatures where the (a) isotropic, (b) nematic and (c) smectic 
A mesophases are expected. The insets in (a) and (b) compare data for bulk sample and 
thin films (thicknesses as indicated) at 374 and 354 K, respectively. All measurements on 
thin films were carried out in the uncapped geometry. Adopted from [235] with permis-
sion. 
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While (attractive) interfacial interactions cause a broadening of the α-peak, crystalline or-
dering in the sample promotes its narrowing. These therefore are competing processes, and 
whichever one dominates is temperature-determined. At low temperatures, i.e., in the 
smectic A phase, the peak tends to narrow down with reducing layer thickness. To under-
stand this, it must be noted that smectic layering begins at the interface [238], and pro-
gresses through the film expanse in the direction perpendicular to the wall; the extent to 
which smectic ordering permeates the sample volume is therefore inversely proportional to 
the film thickness.  Hence, the thinner the film, the more the order parameter aligns in the 
direction of the applied electric field.   
 
For the structural relaxation, the temperature-dependencies of the mean relaxation times 
plotted in Figure 4.15a were fitted by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation 
(Eq. 2.1). All fitting parameters are collected in Table 4.2. It is clear that the temperature 
evolution of the mean structural relaxation times in all investigated samples is the same, 
within the margins of uncertainty. From the VFT fits (not displayed), the glass transition 
temperature, Tg, for each sample was evaluated by defining Tg as the temperature at which 
structural relaxation time is equal to 100 s. The results are presented in Figure 4.15b where 
it is manifest that the glass transition temperature of all the studied film samples remains 
within a margin of ± 2 K of the bulk value. These findings point to the fact that the extent 
of confinement reached in these experiments is not restrictive enough to change the dy-
namic glass transition of itraconazole. The question here is: what is the length scale that 
underlies the (dynamic) glass transition? Kremer et al.[33] have experimentally demon-
strated that six molecules (for ethylene glycol) are already sufficient to perform bulk-like 
dynamics (in terms of the mean relaxation rate), and that such dynamics persist to a length 
scale as small as 1.5 nm for propylene glycol. This is consistent with experimental 
[32,239–241], theoretical [242]  as well as computational [32]  investigations of larger 
molecules where the length of the basic fluctuating unit has been estimated to be just about 
a nanometer.  
The flip-flop fluctuation of the molecule about its short axis (-relaxation) is, naturally,  a 
slow process because of its coupling to the centres of mass [243]. Given the tumbling mo-
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tions through which the molecules go, it follows that geometrically induced restrictions 
should further slow down the movement, especially at low temperatures.  Since the data in 
Figure 4.15 does not reveal a thickness-dependence of the slowing down, it is inferred that 
the main cause of this phenomenon is the spin casting process itself. A number of studies 
have shown that the spin-coating procedure introduces conformational changes [244,245] 
which have a direct consequence on the ensuing molecular dynamics [146,174,246,247].  
 
 
 
Table 4.2. VFT parameters of the α-relaxation process for the studied samples, and the re-
spective Tg values obtained as discussed in the text. 
  
Sample Log              
Bulk 
123 nm 
  83 nm 
  46 nm 
  21 nm 
    6 nm 
-9.8 ± 0.1 
-10.4 ± 0.2 
-11.1 ± 0.2 
-10.2 ± 0.1 
-10.5 ± 0.1 
-10 ± 1 
635.8 ± 27.3 
777.9 ± 49.2 
972.0 ± 48.4 
729.6 ± 23.9 
801 ± 17 
684.6 ± 296.1 
305.2 ± 0.7 
300.5 ± 1.8 
294.6 ± 1.3 
301.1 ± 0.7 
298.3 ± 0.5 
299.8 ±10.5 
332.5 
332.4 
332.7 
332.1 
331.9 
331.5 
 
 
Finally, attention is turned to the presence of two relaxation processes above the clearing 
temperature. Typically, only one relaxation process is expected in the isotropic mesophase 
because the liquid state dominates.  The two processes registered in (bulk and confined) 
itraconazole, however, suggest that the molecules can still undergo distinguishable motions 
about their short and long axes, as would be the case in the more-ordered phases. Theoreti-
cal predictions [248], and some X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments have hinted at the 
existence of nematic clusters [249–252] which may not disappear [253] even at high tem-
peratures in some LCs. Consequently, local, randomly oriented nematic-ordered structures 
(clusters) – without long-range ordering – can be found in the isotropic liquid phase. Our 
dielectric results therefore provide proof of the existence of a locally ordered phase in the 
temperature regime where isotropism should prevail.  
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Figure 4.15. (a) The temperature- dependence of the mean relaxation times for the α- and 
δ-processes for different layer thicknesses. The star symbols represent data obtained (from 
Ref.[226]) by temperature-modulated DSC for the bulk sample; (b) the dielectrically-
determined glass transition temperature for the layers. The dashed line in (b) represents the 
calorimetric bulk Tg with its experimental error of ± 0.5 K included (shaded region) for 
completeness. Adopted from [235] with permission. 
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Figure 4.16.  A visualization of interaction between deposited itraconazole and silica as 
obtained via theoretical computations. The two relaxation processes present in this mole-
cule are also illustrated, together with (calculated) values of the components of the net di-
pole moment in 3D space. Adopted from [235] with permission. 
 
4.3.4  Summary 
 
The molecular dynamics of confined itraconazole have been investigated and compared to 
the bulk material. It is shown that the mean structural relaxation times – and hence the dy-
namic glass transition – remain bulk-like in the accessible temperature range even for the 
thinnest studied sample of 6 nm. The distribution of these relaxation times is affected by 
two competing events: the interfacial interactions and crystalline ordering in the sample. It 
is also demonstrated that confinement of itraconazole in thin layers slows down the mole-
cules’ flip-flop motion (about their short axes) as the glass transition is approached from 
the upper side. These results provide further understanding of liquid crystal behaviour in 
confinement, and bear direct consequences to their applicability in nanotechnology.  
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4.4 Segmental and chain dynamics in nanometric layers of 
poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) 
 
4.4.1  Introduction 
 
Most of the attention in confinement studies has been paid to the effect of geometric or 
size-restrictions on short-time scale motions (α- and β-relaxations) of glass formers 
[254,255]. These studies have shown, for example, that the segmental relaxation is largely 
unaffected, in its rate, by the geometrical restriction of thin films [69–
71,83,89,94,107,117,138,148,174,175,211,246]. Longer-time scale motions [256–258] (so-
called normal modes) have not received as much attention. The reason for this – at least 
with respect to BDS – is the fact that there is just a handful of so-called Type A [259] pol-
ymers which can be synthesized with narrow molecular-weight distributions. Poly(cis-1,4-
isoprene) (PI) is one such polymer which, therefore,  presents a unique opportunity to sim-
ultaneously probe the segmental and normal mode processes. Because of the lack of sym-
metry in its chemical structure, it has non-zero components of the dipole moment perpen-
dicular and parallel to the chain contour; the former causes a dielectric relaxation due to 
segmental motions, while the latter is responsible for the normal mode process [47,259]. In 
this Section, the effects of confinement are investigated for a series of molecular weights, 
Mw, by systematically varying the layer thicknesses, d, from bulk to dimensions compara-
ble to the respective radius of gyration, Rg. Furthermore, a hitherto presumed parameter is 
explored: the concentration, c, of the spin-cast solution. In the final part, first results are 
presented for PI confined in Anodic Aluminium Oxide (AAO) membranes and compared 
with the case of thin layers. By this it is demonstrated that molecular dynamics exhibit a 
dependence on the dimensionality of confinement.  
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4.4.2  Experimental details and data analysis 
4.4.2.1  Sample preparation 
 
All the poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) (Polymer Source Inc.) thin layers (for properties, see Ta-
ble 4.3) were prepared by spin-casting from chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich, purity  99.9%) 
solutions at a rate of 3000 rpm. Always handled using glass syringes (neoLab GmbH), the 
solutions were filtered through PTFE (polytetrafuoroethylene) membranes with 200-nm 
pores. In one series of the experiments, for different molecular weights, the layer thick-
nesses were systematically decreased by reducing the concentration of the polymer in 
(semi-dilute) solution, and carrying out one spinning process. In another, several thin lay-
ers with nearly the same thickness (from PI-53) were prepared from solutions with varying 
concentrations (from semi-dilute to dilute regimes). In this case, with reducing concentra-
tion, several depositions had to be made to attain the required film thickness. All the films 
– supported on highly conductive silicon wafers – were annealed at 400 K for 24 h in an 
oil-free high vacuum (10
-6
 mbar).  
 
 
Table 4.3. Characteristics of the PI samples Adopted from [61] with permission. 
Sample* 10
3
Mw Mw/Mn 〈   
 〉     
(nm) 
〈  
 〉     
(nm) 
  
  
     K 
PI-12 11.6 1.06 8.9 3.5 208.3 
PI-25 24.5 1.06 11.4 5.3 209.2 
PI-45 44.5 1.06 17.4 6.9 208.8 
PI-53 53 1.06 19 7.5 209.4 
PI-75 75 1.08 22.6 9 210.4 
*The microstructure (data provided by Polymer Source Inc. – Canada) is 80% (cis-1,4), 15% 
(trans-1,4) and 5.0% (vinyl-3,4) for all samples. 
#
Calculated [69] assuming a Gaussian chain, 
〈   
 〉     , where N is the degree of polymerization and a is the statistical segment length, 
a = 0.68 nm. 
§
Evaluated [82] as 〈  
 〉            . 
&
Measured by differential scanning calo-
rimetry at a cooling rate of 10 K/min. 
 
 
The dielectric measurements of the bulk samples were done using a high resolution Alpha 
Analyzer (Novocontrol), while for all the thin layers, the measurements were performed 
using an Andeen-Hagerling impedance bridge which has an accuracy of  10-5 in       , 
corresponding to an error in the dielectric loss     smaller than the symbol size in all 
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presentations. Temperature regulation for both systems was executed by a Quattro System 
(Novocontrol) using a jet of dry nitrogen, thereby ensuring relative and absolute errors bet-
ter than 0.1 and 2 K, respectively.  
 
For 2-dimensional confinement studies, AAO membranes with uni-directional pore chan-
nels were purchased from Synkera Technologies Inc., USA, (see Table 4.4) and infiltrated 
with poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) as detailed in Section 3.3 for dielectric measurements. 
 
Table 4.4. Characteristics of the AAO membranes used in this study  
 I II 
Diameter of membrane 
(± 0.2 mm) 
 
13 
 
13 
Thickness (± 2 µm) 48 50 
Porosity (%) 11 10 
Pore diameter (nm) 55 ± 6 18 ± 3 
Pore density (cm
-2
) 2.10
9
 5.10
10
 
 
 
4.4.2.2  Data analysis 
 
The empirical Havriliak-Negami (HN) equation (Eq. 3.39) is used in this analysis to quan-
tify the main features of the dielectric relaxation processes observed.  Its relaxation time at 
maximum loss,      (    [(        ⁄     ) (       ⁄     )]
  ⁄
), not    , is 
used to generate activation plots (Fig. 4.24) since the latter is a function of shape parame-
ters   and  . When      has a non-Arrhenius temperature dependence, as is characteristic 
of the structural relaxation for all glass formers, it is described by the Vogel-Fulcher-
Tammann (VFT) equation [8–10]: 
 
             ( 
   
    
)      (4.4) 
 
where    and D are fit parameters (the latter is referred to as the fragility parameter, and is 
oft used to quantify the extent by which the temperature-dependence of the relaxation 
times deviates from Arrhenius behaviour) and    is the so-called Vogel temperature. It has 
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been shown that the normal mode in bulk PI is also VFT-like [47,261]. The VFT equation 
is mathematically equivalent to the Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation [262] which 
reads  
 
   
    
  
 
        
       
       (4.5) 
 
where    is a reference temperature,    is the corresponding relaxation time, and    and    
are fitting parameters. The parameters of these two equations are related [47] by     
     and         . 
 
Combining Eq. (3.39) and Eq. (4.4), and assuming a temperature independence of the die-
lectric strength and shape parameters, delivers a temperature-dependent description of the 
complex dielectric function: 
 
         
  
[  (       { 
   
    
})
 
]
     (4.6) 
 
To extract the distribution of relaxation times for the two dynamic processes in PI, each 
was modelled, as illustrated in Figure 4.17, in a step-by-step manner using Eq. (4.6). First, 
a function which best describes the segmental mode was calculated and subtracted from 
the measured (raw) data (Fig. 4.17a). This delivers a separated normal mode peak (Fig. 
4.17b), which is then easily modelled as next step (Fig. 4.17c). Figure 4.18 is a representa-
tive display of data (PI-45) described using this procedure. Notice that fitting Eq. (4.6) di-
rectly to the data would involve at least eight free parameters, a procedure which would not 
deliver unique values.  
 
With     and the shape parameters   and  , the distribution of the relaxation times,     , 
is computed employing an analytically derived equation [12,198] of the form 
 
     
 
 
   {   (     )    }       (4.7) 
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where    
 
   
,             *
       
          
+,  and      [                ]   ⁄  
 
 
 
Figure 4.17. An illustration of how dielectric loss data in the temperature representation is 
described step-by-step: a) the raw data {1} showing the two relaxation processes present in 
a thin spincast PI sample, and a model function {2} calculated using Eq. (4.6) to fit the 
segmental mode; b) a separated terminal subchain (TSC) mode {3} obtained by subtracting 
{2} from {1}; c) a  model function {4} evaluated to fit the TSC mode; and d) a plot show-
ing all the functions {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4}. Adopted from [263] with permission. 
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Figure 4.18. (a) The measured dielectric loss,       
  , plotted as a function of temperature 
(at 80 Hz) for thin layers (thicknesses indicated) prepared from  PI-45. (b) The same data 
in (a) normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value of the segmental mode (SM). The lines 
represent functions (shown in the normalized data for graphical clarity) calculated to de-
scribe the data as explained in Figure 4.17.  The parameters used to construct these model 
functions are recorded in Table 4.5.   
 
4.4.3  Results and discussion 
It is conventional in this kind of studies to vary the concentration of the polymer in solu-
tion in order to tune the film thickness. Figure 4.19 presents the results for such a study for 
PI-12 and PI-75 where all samples were prepared from semi-dilute solutions by a single 
deposition procedure.  Here, the layer thicknesses were systematically adjusted from bulk 
to dimensions comparable to the radius of gyration, Rg, of the respective chain in bulk. It is 
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evident, for both molecular weights, that the segmental peak remains unaffected – in its 
spectral position and shape – within the limits of experimental uncertainty. Concerning 
chain dynamics, for       (PI-12;    is the cross-over molecular weight from Rouse- 
to reptation dynamics and is equal to 10 000 g/mol), the normal mode remains bulk-like in 
its relaxation rate down to the thinnest layer (d = 6 nm) studied, that is,         (Fig. 
4.19a,c,e). For          (PI-75), the normal mode for all the thin layers is not bulk-
like in its relaxation rate and shape. It is therefore referred to as the terminal subchain 
(TSC) mode (and explained it later). Observation is made of the fact that the TSC modes 
become faster and reduce in their dielectric strength upon increasing confinement 
(Fig. 4.19b,d,f). 
 
 
Figure 4.19. Temperature dependence of the imaginary part,       
 , of the measured com-
plex permittivity at 80 Hz for (a) PI-12 and (b) PI-75.  In (c) and (d), respectively, the same 
dielectric data is shown normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value of the segmental mode. 
(e) and (f) display the corresponding relaxation time distribution functions at T = 312 K. 
Panels (a) & (c), and (b) & (d) share common legends. The bulk data in (b) is not plotted to 
scale w.r.t. y-axis. Adapted from [146] with permission. 
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In order to check how these results would evolve with a gradual variation of molecular 
weights, three more molecular weights (lying between PI-12 and PI-75) were investigated. 
Figure 4.20 is a summary of the results at a representative frequency of 80 Hz. It is ob-
served that (i) irrespective of the molecular weight, the segmental mode is not shifted by a 
reduction in film thickness; (ii) its shape parameters (see Table 4.5) remain invariant with 
thickness, even when     , implying an unbroadened peak at this level of confinement; 
and (iii) TSC modes are present, vary in their shape (Table 4.5) and approach the segmen-
tal mode with decreasing film thickness (see also Fig. 4.21).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.20. Temperature dependence of the imaginary part,       
 , of the complex permit-
tivity at 80 Hz for (a) PI-12, (b) PI-25, (c) PI-45, (d) PI-53, and (e) PI-75. In (f)-(j), respec-
tively, the same dielectric data is shown normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value of the 
segmental mode. (k)-(o) display the corresponding relaxation time distribution functions at 
T = 312 K. The bulk data in (c), (d) and (e) does not share the same y-axis scale with the 
rest of the curves. Adapted from [146] with permission. 
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Figure 4.21. Thickness (d)-dependence of the characteristic temperature    (left panels) 
and     (right panels) for the segmental- and normal modes, respectively, as measured at 
1 kHz for different molecular weights (as indicated) of PI. Unless indicated, the experi-
mental uncertainty is smaller than the size of the symbols. 
 
 
It is significant to note that the results so far presented involve a variation of the concentra-
tion of the mother solution used to prepare the thin layers. However, the findings for PI-12 
point to the fact that entanglements play a role in the chain dynamics. To probe this intui-
tion further, experiments were carried out in such a way that the film thickness and molec-
ular weight are kept constant, but the solution concentration, c, systematically varied.   
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Figure 4.22. (a) Dielectric loss       
  versus temperature at 80 Hz (PI-53) for thin layers of 
thickness    nm, each prepared from a different solution (in terms of concentration, c), 
with c varied from dilute (0.008 mg/ml) to semi-dilute (0.05 mg/ml) regimes. In (b), the 
same data is shown normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value of the segmental mode. For 
comparison, data for a bulk sample is included. Panels (a) and (b) share a common legend. 
(c) The relaxation time distributions at       K for the various thin layers. Notice that 
all curves for the segmental mode superimpose. Inset – the number of depositions (made to 
get     nm of film) plotted to show its dependence on the concentration of PI in solution. 
Adapted from [146] with permission. 
 
 
Figure 4.22 is a plot of the results thus obtained (PI-53) and shows the dielectric loss (as a 
function of temperature) in its dependence on the concentration, c, of the mother solution 
used to deposit thin layers. c was varied from 5.15 to 0.32 % vol. of PI, that is, from semi-
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dilute to dilute regimes, and several samples with thickness     nm prepared.   In order 
to attain this same thickness,   the number of depositions required (at the same spinning 
rate) had to be increased with reducing concentration. It is evident for all samples studied, 
when compared to bulk, that the temperature position of the segmental relaxation peak re-
mains unchanged. Additionally, the TSC mode – shifted by about 95 K to lower tempera-
tures – is present, and its strength reduces with decreasing concentration of the mother so-
lution (Fig. 4.22a,b). The corresponding distributions of the relaxation times for both the 
segmental and TSC modes are shown in Figure 4.22c, and confirm the unaffected nature of 
the former mode, together with the c-dependence of the latter.  
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Figure 4.23. Temperature dependence (at 80 Hz) of the measured dielectric loss,       
  , for 
thin layers (prepared from different molecular weights of PI, but the same solution concen-
trations) with comparable thicknesses: (a) 312-369 nm; (b) 39-57 nm; (c) 11-17 nm; and 7-
9 nm. The same data normalized w.r.t. the maximum loss value of the segmental mode is 
plotted in (e)-(h). Panels (i)-(l) show the respective distribution of relaxation times at 
312 K. Adapted from [146] with permission. 
 
Table 4.5. Havriliak-Negami (HN) shape parameters. Adapted from [146] with 
permission. 
Sample Thickness  
(nm) 
Segmental mode Normal mode 
    
PI-12 Bulk 
327 
79 
16 
6 
0.74 
0.74 
0.72 
0.71 
0.73 
0.46 
0.43 
0.42 
0.42 
0.41 
0.99 
0.95 
0.97 
0.96 
0.92 
0.84 
0.85 
0.82 
0.79 
0.75 
PI-25 Bulk 
276 
81 
10 
0.72 
0.71 
0.72 
0.69 
0.41 
0.42 
0.40 
0.43 
0.69 
0.54 
0.49 
0.50 
0.52 
0.45 
0.47 
0.38 
PI-45 Bulk 
312 
116 
57 
11 
7 
0.74 
0.72 
0.72 
0.71 
0.70 
0.71 
0.45 
0.40 
0.40 
0.41 
0.43 
0.42 
0.99 
0.55 
0.55 
0.51 
0.55 
0.39 
0.40 
0.14 
0.14 
0.10 
0.84 
0.90 
PI-53 Bulk 
369 
111 
28 
15 
7 
0.72 
0.71 
0.70 
0.69 
0.70 
0.70 
0.49 
0.45 
0.42 
0.43 
0.41 
0.42 
0.71 
0.54 
0.54 
0.54 
0.65 
0.28 
0.35 
0.15 
0.15 
0.21 
0.30 
0.35 
PI-75 Bulk 
326 
57 
21 
17 
9 
6 
0.73 
0.70 
0.70 
0.71 
0.69 
0.70 
0.70 
0.51 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.63 
0.50 
0.45 
0.47 
0.85 
0.17 
0.17 
0.36 
0.14 
0.14 
0.15 
0.15 
0.35 
0.34 
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The preceding experimental findings can be summed up as follows: (i) the segmental re-
laxation, i.e. the dynamic glass transition in poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) is not shifted or broad-
ened independent of all the studied parameters; in contrast (ii) the chain dynamics corre-
sponding to the fluctuation of the end-to-end vector of  the polymer chain or of the free 
tails of tethered chains (terminal subchains, TSC), are strongly affected by the concentra-
tion from which the polymer layers are deposited, the thickness of the layers, and the sam-
ple molecular weight. An interpretation of these observations is mainly of a qualitative na-
ture because atomistic simulations of the dynamic glass transition, and more importantly of 
entangled systems, are not yet available.  
 
It has been generally [240,241,264], and specifically for PI [239], shown that the segmen-
tal mode is a fluctuation occurring at a length scale of about 2  to 3 chain segments, corre-
sponding to about 7 Å. This is a size far below the external, one-dimensional confinement 
of     nm, given by the layer thickness (Fig. 4.25).   At this extent of confinement, no 
changes in the dynamic glass transition are expected, at least for measurements carried out 
in the linear-response regime [144]. As has been recently proven for poly(vinylpyridine) 
on silica [147], certainly some polymer segments at the polymer-substrate interface (for the 
case of predominantly attractive interactions) will be immobilized [143], with respect to 
the time-scale of the experiment. This explains the reduction in the dielectric strength of 
the segmental mode as, for instance, observed in Figure 4.20. Unfortunately, we cannot 
carry out a quantitative analysis of the dielectric strength because of the geometry applied 
in these measurements – there are inaccuracies in defining the macroscopic evenness of the 
nanostructures at extensions of 4 mm. 
 
An elaborate discussion of the chain dynamics is provided in the following discussion. In 
the bulk state, the main parameters of a chain depend on the macromolecular nature of the 
material, with the characteristic dimension being the radius of gyration, Rg, which is pro-
portional to the molecular weight. The chain has a Gaussian distribution of the distances of 
one chain end from the other [163]. As first predicted by Flory [265], a given test chain oc-
cupies ~1% of the volume within the nearly spherical region encompassed by the chain it-
self, while the rest is occupied by many other entangled chains and free volume. The 
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length scale characterizing the chain dynamics is therefore that of the end-to-end distance 
(Fig. 4.25a). However, this conformation of the chain must be modified when it comes in 
contact with a solid substrate (Fig. 4.25b), or when spincast from solution into a thin geo-
metrically constrained layer (Fig. 4.25c,d). In the spin coating process, the polymer solu-
tion is transferred – within a time much shorter that the time required for the whole chain 
to relax – to a molten, non-equilibrium state [162], in which most of the solvent is re-
moved. 
 
Figure 4.24. Activation plot for the segmental, normal, and terminal subchain modes of PI 
samples prepared from different molecular weights, as indicated. Complementary data ob-
tained from AC Calorimetry for PI-53 is presented by open triangles: bulk (up triangles), 
100 nm (down triangles) and 15 nm (side triangles).   data determined for bulk samples by 
DSC is included as well. The solid line is a VFT fit to the segmental mode, with parame-
ters:                    K and        K, while the dash-dotted line is calculat-
ed for the normal mode as expected for         
  g/mol. Adopted from [146] with 
permission. 
 
 
As observed in the current experiments, this results in a suppression of the normal mode 
relaxation (Figs. 4.18-4.20, 4.23) in nanometric PI layers and is explained by several fac-
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tors which add up: (i) chain segments in the immediate vicinity of, and attractively inter-
acting with the substrate become immobilized, leading to a suppression of the fluctuations 
of the end-to-end vector; (ii) the end-to-end vector of a chain prepared in a nanometric lay-
er preferentially orients perpendicular to the E vector of the external electric field in the 
sample capacitor, and hence its contribution to the relaxation process is no longer dielectri-
cally observable; (iii) topological constraints imposed by the spin-coating procedure might 
as well interrupt the normal mode process.  
 
For polymer chains prepared from solutions in the dilute regime (        mg/ml), a 
weak relaxation is observed close to the segmental mode. It is assigned to the relaxation of 
terminal subchains (TSC) as depicted in Figure 4.25d. The length of the TSC can be esti-
mated from the frequency position of the respective peak to be about 90 segments. Increas-
ing the polymer concentration in the spin-cast solution leads to an overlap of the polymer 
chains in the semi-dilute regime (        mg/ml), and hence to an increase in the 
strength of the TSC relaxations (Fig. 4.22a,b). It is also noteworthy that as the concentra-
tion of the solution is increased (and hence the number of spin-casting processes reduced), 
the angle between the TSC and the external field E increases (Fig. 4.25c,d); this should al-
so account for the increase in the strength of the dielectric response. Remarkably, the re-
laxation time distribution of the TSC relaxation shows very minimal dependence on the 
polymer concentration. The TSC relaxation, however, shows pronounced molecular-
weight dependence, as demonstrated for samples prepared from semi-dilute solutions 
(Fig. 4.23). With increasing molecular weight, the peak of the TSC relaxation shifts to 
higher temperatures corresponding to lower relaxation times. 
 
The fact that entanglements matter for the TSC relaxation is clearly reflected in the Mw-
dependence of the chain dynamics in confinement (Fig. 4.19): for         kg/mol, 
which is close to       kg/mol, the cross-over molecular weight from Rouse- to repta-
tion dynamics, the normal mode is not changed in its spectral position and relaxation time 
distribution (Fig. 4.19a,c,e) – only the strength of the relaxation is decreased. This is in 
pronounced contrast to all measurements on samples having     , where TSC relaxa-
tions are observed. 
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Figure 4.25. Schematic representation of different polymer chain conformations induced 
by preparation. In the bulk melt, the chain has its equilibrium conformation and the molec-
ular relaxations detected by BDS correspond to the segmental motions as well as the fluc-
tuations of the end-to-end vector (a). In thin layers the interaction with the solid substrate 
leads to adsorption of chain segments directly at the interface which are therefore immobi-
lized (b). This interferes with the bulk normal mode: the dipole moment along the chain 
between pinned segments cannot perform fluctuations anymore; hence, only the free chain 
ends after the first and/or last adsorbed segment, the so-called terminal subchains (TSC), 
perform relaxation motions which we refer to as TSC modes. Spin-casting a thin layer 
from a semi-dilute solution (where chains still have overlap/entanglements) presumably re-
sults in an entangled network (c) with adsorption of segments causing TSCs. For prepara-
tions from dilute concentrations (no overlap/entanglements of chains) several depositions 
are necessary which suggests that chains individually wet the substrate and are strongly 
stretched in parallel to the substrate (d). Consequently, the dipole moment of the TSC has 
only a minor component in the direction of the applied electrical field, causing a reduction 
in the strength of the detected signal. Adopted from [266] with permission. 
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As reviewed in the Section 2.3, the Rouse and reptation theories, respectively, predict 
   and   dependencies of the mean relaxation times of the normal mode, below and 
above      
  g/mol. In Figure 4.26, a plot of the mean relaxation times versus molecu-
lar weight is presented as a function of PI layer thickness.  It must be clarified here that, for 
the thin layers, the molecular weights presented are those of the mother (starting) sample 
before dissolution in chloroform. The relation             is found for the bulk samples, 
quite in quantitative agreement with reported results in literature, e.g., in [47,255] (see in-
set Fig.4.26). For the case of spin-cast samples, a gradual reduction in the gradient of the 
                plots is noted as the layer thickness is decreased. It is thus inferred 
that the dynamics of the TSC modes approach Rouse dynamics with reducing layer thick-
ness, even though the mother chains are entangled.  
 
 
Figure 4.26. Dependence of the mean dielectric relaxation time on molecular weight, Mw, 
for the normal mode (bulk samples) and terminal subchain mode (spincast layers) of 
poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) at 320 K. Inset: data for bulk linear PI is adapted with permission 
from [47]. 
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4.4.3.1  I- versus 2-D confinement of poly(cis-1,4-isoprene)  
 
It is considered here that thin films (with one free interface) impose a one-dimensional (1-
D) confinement, since a given chain experiences constraints only in one direction, while, 
with the same reasoning, uni-directional nanopores offer a two-dimensional (2-D) confin-
ing space.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.27. Dielectric loss    (for PI-53) versus temperature (heating and cooling runs), 
after subtraction of the AAO background, as obtained for  templates with pores of average 
diameter (a) 55- and (b) 18-nm. In (c) normalized loss data (measured at 120 Hz) is plot-
ted, for comparison, as function of temperature for PI-53 in 55- and 18-nm pores. Adopted 
from [263] with permission. 
 
 
Figure 4.27 shows dielectric loss data (after subtraction of the alumina background) for PI-
53 measured in AAO nanopores – pore diameter, 55 nm (Fig. 4.27a) and 18 nm 
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(Fig. 4.27b). As evident in these plots, the two dynamic processes present in PI are clearly 
visible; the low-temperature process corresponds to the segmental relaxation, and hence 
the dynamic glass transition, while the slower process is that of the (sub)chain fluctuations.  
Furthermore, given the coincidence between the cooling and heating runs, it is established 
that the samples are stable (with regard to the measured dielectric response) and that the 
measurements are reproducible.  The pore-size dependence of the molecular dynamics is 
summarized in Fig. 4.27c: while the temperature positions of the loss maxima (segmental 
mode) overlap, the maxima of the TSC modes are separated by about 10 K. This observa-
tion will be rationalized later. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.28. A comparison of PI loss data normalized w.r.t. the loss maximum of the seg-
mental mode measured (at 120 Hz) in pores and in thin layers of comparable size (to the 
pore-diameter) as indicated in (a) and (b). Bulk data is included as well for completeness. 
Panels (c) and (d) show the respective distribution functions of the relaxation times at 
T = 316 K.  
 
In order to make a straightforward comparison between the effects of 1- and 2-D confine-
ment, data for PI films and pores (with pore-diameters) of nearly equal size was plotted. 
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Figure 4.28 shows such data from which it is clear that (i) the mean spectral position of the 
segmental mode remains unchanged, when 1- and 2-D confined systems are compared to 
bulk data; (ii) the segmental mode is broadened in the AAO nanopore matrix, a phenome-
non not observed for 1-D confinement; (iii) the fluctuation of the end-to-end vector of the 
chains is interrupted (since it is no longer bulk-like) in pores, just as in thin films, and be-
comes faster with reducing pore diameter (Fig. 4.27c). In addition, (iv) the broadening of 
the segmental mode is found to be pore-size dependent as shown in Figure 4.28c,d. It is 
important to note here that low-molecular weight (2, 7 and 11 kg/mol) cis-polyisoprene has 
been studied [254] in the controlled porous glass (CPG) Bioran and found too to exhibit a 
broadening (compared to bulk) of the segmental relaxation process. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.29. A schematic view of a chain (viewed in one plane inside a nanopore) con-
strained by the solid surfaces A and B. Segments of the chain in (attractive) interaction 
with the surfaces are adsorbed, and hence become immobilized. The tail ends (terminal 
subchains) are free to fluctuate with resultant vectors p and q or r and s in the presence or 
absence, respectively, of wall A.   
 
 
The reason for the first observation (concerning the dynamic glass transition) is the same 
as already presented in the foregoing discussion. Fundamentally, the 2-D confining 
space     nm (i.e., the pore diameter) is still large enough to allow for uninterrupted fluc-
tuation of sufficient basic units (2-3 segments) that underlie the (dynamic) glass transition. 
On the other hand, the broadening in the structural relaxation process, in pores as com-
pared to thin films, is a consequence of the increase in the number of segments per unit 
volume that interact with the solid surface. This is because the surface area to volume ratio 
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increases by at least one order of magnitude from thin films to nanopores. A further reduc-
tion in the pore-diameter would increase the chain-surface interaction, and hence the pore-
size dependent broadening as observed.  The scheme in Figure 4.29 presents a possible ex-
planation for why the TSC mode in nanopores is faster than that in a thin film of compara-
ble size. For the pore system, taking a snap-shot view in one plane, the chain interacts with 
the two surfaces A and B so that the resultant terminal subchains have vectors p and q. If 
surface A is removed – producing a system equivalent to an uncapped thin film – the TSCs 
have vectors r and s, which are, intuitively, longer than p and q; the fluctuation of the latter 
should therefore be faster.  
 
4.4.4  Summary 
 
On the one hand, poly(cis-1,4-isoprene) being a Type A polymer, is an ideal candidate for 
studying both segmental and chain dynamics in confinement. The use of the nanostruc-
tured electrode arrangement, on the other hand, avails the experimental possibility of prob-
ing ultra-thin layers by BDS. It has been shown in this Chapter – for several molecular 
weights of PI lying in the range          kg/mol – that while the structural relaxa-
tion remains largely unaffected by changes in layer thickness (down to 7 nm), molecular 
weight and the polymer concentration in the spin-cast solution, the chain dynamics are 
drastically altered in dependence on these parameters. It has also been shown, courtesy of 
inaugural experiments, that chain dynamics in confinement depend on the dimensionality 
of the confining geometry. For a full understanding of this dependence, there is need for 
more experiments devoted to comparing 1-D with 2-D confining systems, as well as the 
corresponding molecular simulations. 
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5 Conclusions 
In this work, the dielectric properties of atactic polystyrene (PS), itraconazole and poly(cis-
1,4-isoprene) (PI)  – under conditions of confinement – have been probed using Broadband 
Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) as the main experimental tool. Other techniques like Spec-
troscopic vis-Ellipsometry, chip AC Calorimetry and Differential Scanning Calorimetry, 
X-ray reflectometry and Atomic Force Microscopy have also been employed. For BDS, 
two sample geometries used for studying thin layers were substantively investigated. For 
all investigations, the sample size (thickness) was systematically scaled down to dimen-
sions comparable to, or even less than, the radius of gyration of the respective molecule in 
bulk. The main findings can be summed up as follows: 
 
1) The sample geometry applied in BDS studies has an influence on the measured die-
lectric response; precisely, the use of evaporated electrodes – which is the tradi-
tional and most common approach – introduces additional features to the complex 
permittivity, which show up mainly by broadening the dielectric loss peaks. The 
presence of metal oxides and immobilized layers at the polymer-solid interfaces 
partially account for this broadening. 
 
2) The dynamic glass transition remains unchanged – in terms of the mean relaxation 
times – even when the system is confined in thin layers with thicknesses in the or-
der of the radius of gyration of the corresponding molecule in bulk. This holds 
when the samples are annealed in high vacuum and measured in inert atmosphere.  
 
3) While the structural relaxation remains bulk-like in confinement, independent of 
molecular weight, other molecular motions are considerably altered: a) for the case 
of LC itraconazole, the  -relaxation (flip-flop motions of the molecule about its 
shot axis) become slowed down as the system is cooled towards glass formation; b) 
the fluctuation of the end-to-end vector, as exemplified by PI, is interrupted and can 
no longer be bulk-like. Instead, only the fluctuations of the free tails – called termi-
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nal subchains in this report – can be sensed by BDS, and become faster with reduc-
ing layer thickness.  
 
4) How molecules respond to confinement depends on the dimensionality of the con-
fining space. By using a type A polymer (PI), and comparing 1- and 2-D confined 
cases, it has been demonstrated that, because of enhanced interactions with the 
walls, 2-D restrictions result in the broadening of the segmental peak and faster 
terminal subchains.  
 
5) A hitherto overlooked parameter – the concentration of the mother solution – that 
influences dynamics in confinement has been unveiled. Usually, in thin film stud-
ies, the concentration of the starting solution is varied solely to adjust the film 
thickness. In this work, however, it has been shown that it matters whether the solu-
tion is dilute or semi-dilute.  
 
 
5.1 Dynamics in confinement - a wider perspective  
While the reasons for divergent results reported in literature concerning the (dynamic) 
glass transition in confinement remain the subject of debate and rigorous scientific investi-
gations, there’s an emerging trend in results which brings an explication of the same within 
reach. It is noteworthy that for techniques such as ellipsometry, fluorescence spectroscopy, 
thermal expansion spectroscopy, etc., Tg is defined as the temperature where a first order 
thermodynamic property – or an associated quantity – exhibits a change in its temperature 
dependence, and often shows up as a kink in the observed trend. Fundamentally therefore, 
these methods avail information on how a glass former recovers or losses thermodynamic 
equilibrium upon heating or cooling, respectively. On the other hand, techniques such as 
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy and AC Calorimetry work in the linear regime, i.e., 
they probe the spontaneous fluctuations associated with the segmental (and other) relaxa-
tions usually at temperatures above the calorimetric Tg, and therefore actually study the 
glass-former in its (quasi)equilibrium liquid-like state.  
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Figure 5.1. Relaxation times as a function of inverse temperature (extracted from litera-
ture) for supported polystyrene films with molecular weight in the range           
         g/mol and thickness         nm as determined from various experimental 
techniques: Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) [70,91,131,137,144]; AC Calorime-
try (ACC) [91,92]; Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) [115]; Thermal Expansion 
Spectroscopy (TES) [82]; Ellipsometry (Ellip.) [48,52,54,57,58,60]; X-Ray Reflectometry 
(XRR) [78]; Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) [113]; Nano-Bubble Inflation (NBI) [120]; 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) [52]; Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy (PLS) [90]; 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy (FS) [67]; Neutron Scattering (NS) [66]; Dewetting (Dew.) 
studies [126]; and (for freestanding PS layers) Dye Reorientation (DR) [104]. Data from 
techniques (e.g. DSC, Ellipsometry) where    is defined as the temperature at which a first 
order thermodynamic property (or an associated quantity) undergoes a change in its tem-
perature-dependence is plotted assuming the convention               
 
 
This difference – together with the fact that it is unclear to what extent expansivity is cou-
pled to dynamics [267] – makes it unsurprising when the two sets of techniques deliver 
discordant results. In Figure 5.1, an activation plot (data compiled from literature) for sup-
ported polystyrene (PS) layers (with molecular weight in the range           
         g/mol and thickness         nm) as measured by a variety of experimental 
techniques is presented. PS is chosen for this illustration since it is the most studied sys-
tem. It is noticeable that there’s quantitative agreement between the results from Broad-
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band Dielectric Spectroscopy, AC Calorimetry and dynamic mechanical analysis. On the 
other hand, results from Ellipsometry, differential scanning calorimetry etc. have a wide 
spread. These observations have been discussed in original [59,74,144,153] as well as  re-
view [268,269] expositions.  
 
It has been argued that a dilatometric glass transition temperature (in thin films) does not 
necessarily signify a glass transition [270]. Starting from the idea of a so-called rheological 
temperature, TR4 [271] at the interface, Forrest and Dalnoki-Veress have shown that most 
of the Tg reductions reported from dilatometric measurements may be simply due to an en-
hanced surface mobility, and that the same does not imply a change in the dynamics of the 
whole film. Recently, Ediger and co-workers [104] – using segment-coupled dye-
reorientation measurements – found two Mw-independent dynamical populations in the 
segmental dynamics of freestanding PS films (their data is included in Fig. 5.1 as well). 
Pye and Roth [272] also observed a two-Tg phenomenon in freestanding high Mw PS films 
probed by transmission ellipsometry. The former group attributed the faster process to a 
mobile layer at the surface of the films, and the slow one to the interior. It has been sug-
gested [269] that dielectric and dynamic heat capacity experiments, among others, do not 
report a distinct relaxation process consistent with a high surface mobility because of the 
temperature dependence of the mobile surface itself. This surface is said to be only appar-
ent near and below the bulk Tg, and therefore observable exclusively at very low frequen-
cies (or long time scales). While the nature of this surface layer demands further investiga-
tion, it is clear that close attention must now be paid to what exactly a given experimental 
technique probes.  
  
                                                 
4 TR is defined [270] as “the temperature the bulk system would have to be in order to have the same proper-
ties (relaxation time, modulus, etc.) as those measured for any portion of the system with the same thermal 
history.” 
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